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Term AbbreviaCon DescripCon

Business to 
Business

B2B Sales occurred between VAT liable parCes

Business to 
Customers

B2C
Sales that occurred between VAT liable party and non-liable party 
(final customer).

Delivered Duty 
Paid DDP

The seller pays the costs including import formaliCes and bears 
the risks unCl the agreed desCnaCon, where the seller delivers the 
goods to the buyer by placing them at the buyer’s disposal on the 
arriving means of transport.

Delivered Duty 
Unpaid DDU

An old internaConal trade term indicaCng that the seller is 
responsible for the safe delivery of goods to a named desCnaCon, 
paying all transportaCon expenses, and assuming all risks during 
transport.

Disclosed agent -

A disclosed agent is an agent who acts on behalf of another 
person (the principal – underlying supplier of goods and services), 
and who discloses this fact to the End-customer. ... The principal is 
liable for the VAT on the supplies and must issue a VAT invoice to 
the End-customer. The End-customer is aware that goods are 
bought from a third party.

E-merchant Merchant

The user of EAS EU compliance Magento extension a legal enCty 
involved in electronic sales via an electronic interface, plamorm 
into any EU country which possesses registraCon for any of the 
special schemes idenCfied in VAT DirecCve 2006/112/EC (Union, 
Non-Union, Import OSS schemes).

E-merchant 
operator

Merchant 
operator

A person authorized by the Merchant for the operaCon of EAS 
soluCon and the Extension, and as such to receive the 
authorizaCon tokens, request and receive customer support and 
represent the Merchant towards the EAS

EAS 
administrator, 

operator
-

Authorized EAS employees that manage CRCD within the scope of 
their responsibiliCes

EAS project Oy EAS
Developer, owner, and operator of EAS EU compliance soluCon 
(“the EAS system”) and the Magento EAS EU compliance Extension 
(“the Extension”)

EAS soluCon -

EAS EU compliance soluCon, a comprehensive VAT compliance 
tool for E-commerce that enables E-merchants to manage EU VAT 
special schemes and customs data handling including calculaCon 
of Landed cost calculaCon, extensive sales, and fiscal reporCng 
and shipping funcConality.
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Electronic 
interface

EI

Should be understood as a broad concept that allows two 
independent systems or a system and the end-user to 
communicate with the help of a device or program. An electronic 
interface could encompass a website, portal, gateway, 
marketplace, applicaCon program interface (API), etc.

End-customer -
End customer (legal or physical person) that purchases goods or 
services from the Merchant via online soluCon.

European 
Union (country)

EU (country)
CollecCvely, 27 members of the European Union, EU country is 
any of 27 EU member states

Final Customer 
RepresentaCon 

(sale)

FC REP, FC 
representaC

on (sale)

Referred to a sale when goods with the intrinsic value of over 150 
EUR are directly imported from third countries to the EU End-
Customer

Fixed 
Establishment FE

A Merchant’s place of business outside of country of registraCon 
in one of EU MSs.  FE has VAT registraCon and is involved in sales 
of goods and services.

Goods -

Any physical merchandise that is sold by the Merchant via the 
electronic store. Goods may be fulfilled from within the EU and 
from outside of the EU. LimitaCons on the scope of goods that can 
be sold with the use of EAS soluCon and Extension are provided in 
Annex 1 and available via the self-registraCon process.

Import OSS 
scheme IOSS

Special VAT handling scheme provided in the E-commerce package 
and codified in VAT DirecCve 2006/112/EC 2006/112/EC, Title XII, 
Chapter 6, SecCon 4

Landed cost LC
Fully calculated final cost of items in the order including all fees, 
charges, VAT, customs duCes payable by the End-customer

Low-Value 
Consignments

LVC Goods with an intrinsic value below 150 Euro.

One Stop Shop OSS
The system is available for intra- Community distance sales of 
goods as well as to certain domesCc supplies of goods.

Non-Union OSS 
special VAT 

scheme
-

VAT special scheme for sales of services sold by Non-EU registered 
Merchants only, as described in VAT DirecCve 2006/112/EC, Title 
XII, Chapter 6, SecCon 2

Union OSS 
special VAT 

scheme
-

VAT special scheme for sales of goods and services by EU 
registered merchant and goods sold by Non-EU registered 
Merchants, as described in VAT DirecCve 2006/112/EC, Title XII, 
Chapter 6, SecCon 3

Extension (the) -
Magento 2 extenCon created specifically for use with Merchants’ 
e-shops that operate Magento 2 sooware for conducCng B2B and 
B2C sales.
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EAS system

A comprehensive EU VAT compliance SaaS soluCon that is 
integrated into Merchant’s sales sooware and allowing for 
automaCc Landed cost calculaCon, assigning sales to special 
schemes and reporCng including providing fiscal reports. EAS 
system consists of various tools and separate soluCons and user 
interfaces, explained in detail in this document

Services TBE

Any intangible merchandise that is sold by the Merchant via the 
electronic store. Services may be fulfilled from within the EU and 
from outside of the EU. LimitaCons on the scope of services that 
can be sold with the use of EAS soluCon and Extension are 
provided in Annex 1 and available via the self-registraCon process. 

For merchandise to be afributed to Services, the box “Virtual” 
should be Ccked in the merchandise afributes view.

Store Keeping 
Unit

SKU
Individually idenCfied items of goods for storage, handling, and 
sales management purposes.

Undisclosed 
agent -

An undisclosed agent is someone who acts on behalf of another 
while holding himself or herself out as principal. The undisclosed 
agent is liable for the VAT on the supply deemed to be supplied by 
him or her to the End-customer

Universal Time 
Coordinated

UTC
Standard of Cme idenCficaCon used by the EAS system date and 
Cme stamping and reporCng

29.
V

Value Added 
Tax

VAT
The Value Added Tax is a general, broadly based indirect 
consumpCon tax assessed on the value added to goods and 
services.EC VAT 

DirecCve
VATD

Regulatory document issued by EC as COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
2006/112/EC with all annexes and applicable implementaCon 
regulaCons.
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1. Document scope 
This operaCon manual (further – “the Manual”) describes the installaCon, registraCon, and 
funcConality made available to the Merchant aoer installaCon of the EAS EU compliance Extension 
for Magento (further – “the EAS system”). “Magento” is  

- Extension release version 1.0.5 

- Merchandise module release version 1.0 

- Merchant dashboard release version 1.0 

- EAS system release version 1.0 

- Manual release version 1.0 (ENG)  

This Manual supersedes any short installaCon and descripCon guides published on the Magento 
app store or available otherwise and should be considered as the main operaCon manual and 
guide for installaCon and operaCon of the Extension.  

This Manual is used as a reference document for EAS soluCon support and handling of open 
Cckets.  

The English version of this document supersedes any official EAS translaCons.  
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2. Concise descrip;on of the EAS system. Func;onality, 
terms, and basic seCngs 

2.1. EAS solu;on overview and main func;onality 

All described funcConality of the EAS soluCon is available by installaCon and seeng-up of the EAS 
EU compliance Magento Extension. The Extension is considered an integral part of the EAS system.  

EAS system’s intended use is for B2B/B2C sales of goods and services conducted to the EU 
countries from abroad and within EU countries by E-merchants established in the EU or not 
established in the EU. EAS soluCon requires registraCon for special OSS schemes (depending on the 
scope of the Merchant’s operaCons). The need for special scheme registraCon is idenCfied via a 
self-registraCon system which is available at a request made via registraCon.easproject.com. 
Access to the registraCon is available with access codes provided by the EAS operator via e-mail 
info@easproject.org. 

EAS soluCon and the Extension, if set up properly, do not influence sales made to countries other 
than EU member states.  

EAS system takes into consideraCon available fixed establishments and registraCon for VAT in 
selected countries while calculaCon merchandise landed cost and assigning sales to specific VAT 
schemes/reports. 

EAS soluCon calculates landed cost for all items in the End-customer’s order at the moment of the 
sale with all applicable VAT rates (including reduced rates idenCfied on item level) and customs 
duCes (if the goods are coming from outside of the EU). Landed cost is calculated on the item level, 
so if items that are handled with the applicaCon of different VAT special schemes are sold in one 
order, the items will be separately classified and will be afributed to respecCve reports with 
reference to the order.  

EAS soluCon will automaCcally idenCfy required thresholds for assigning goods to a special Import 
OSS VAT scheme or standard import.  

Depending on the availability of the soluCon and chosen delivery method the DDP opCon can be 
provided to the End-customer.  

When needed required customs informaCon is collected, prepared, and provided to the Merchant 
or its representaCve directly in the Merchant Dashboard or to the Merchants’ customs 
representaCve (other EAS soluCons and products may be required for customs data transfer)  

EAS soluCon can be used by Merchants that act as Electronic interfaces (as idenCfied in ArCcle 
14a(1) and 14a(2) of VAT DirecCve 2006/112/EC) while selling items provided by underlying 
suppliers through Electronic interfaces sales sooware soluCons. 

EAS soluCon can be used with different delivery soluCons, both postal and courier. 
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EAS soluCon does not take into consideraCon the 10 000 EUR threshold used for micro-
organizaCons for applicaCon of local VAT instead of consumpCon country VAT.   

EAS soluCon idenCfies requirements for B2B and B2C sales to assign respecCve Merchant’ sales to 
special OSS schemes (where applicable), domesCc sales, and import sales with full compliance to 
the EU VAT and customs regulaCons.  

B2B goods/services sales are idenCfied as: 

- B2B Cross-border sales (goods cross internal EU borders or come from outside of the EU 
customs Union and services sold from the fixed establishments set up in EU member states 
which differ from the EU member state of the End-customer).  

- B2B domesCc sales (sales of goods conducted in countries where the Merchant has VAT 
presence when goods do not cross internal or internaConal borders and services that are 
sold from fixed establishments to the End-customers);  

- EI facilitaCon of EU or Non-EU supplied electronic services (Merchant acts as a disclosed 
agent while selling electronic services to the End-customers); 

B2C goods/services sales are idenCfied as: 

- Non – Union OSS VAT special scheme sales (only services sold by Non-EU registered 
Merchants) 

- Union OSS VAT special scheme sales (goods and services sold by EU and goods sold by Non-
EU registered Merchants); 

- Import OSS VAT special scheme sales (goods sold by EU and Non-EU registered Merchants 
with fulfilment from outside of the EU Customs Union); 

- B2C domesCc sales (sales of goods conducted in countries where the Merchant has VAT 
presence when goods do not cross internal EU borders and services that are sold from fixed 
establishments to the End-customers); 

- Direct import (items over 150 EUR or items below 150 sent by Merchants without Import 
OSS special VAT registraCon). On the report level, Direct import deliveries are called FC 
(final customer) RepresentaCon scheme.    

- EI facilitaCon of EU or Non-EU Goods/ EU or Non-EU supplied electronic services (Merchant 
acts as disclosed agent while selling goods electronic services to the End-customers within 
applicaCon pf rules set out in ArCcle 14(a)2 of the VAT DirecCve 2006/112/EC); 

For simplificaCon and landed costs calculaCon reasons all sales are classified as shown in column 
“Sales types” in Table 1. It is of no parCcular relevance to the Merchant on a pracCcal level and is 
explained only for providing deeper insight into the applicaCon of fees and the EAS system 
reporCng.   
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AccounCng and fiscal reporCng content relevant to the Merchant is explained in SecCon 5.3. 

All reports including fiscal reports for special OSS VAT schemes that are to be delivered to the tax 
authoriCes are provided in the EAS Merchant dashboard. 

More detailed informaCon on system requirements is provided further in the arCcles that describe 
the seeng of merchandise afributes. 

Legal limitaCons, if they apply to the Merchant’s scope of business, will be provided based on data 
received via self-registraCon.  

2.2. Registra;on for EU VAT special schemes 

EAS soluCon is specifically designed to handle the applicaCon of B2C special VAT schemes available 
for E-merchants in accordance with the E-package introduced into the EU legislaCon. More 
informaCon on special VAT schemes and one stop shop can be found at the following link:  

hfps://ec.europa.eu/taxaCon_customs/business/vat/vat-e-commerce/oss_en.  

The main EAS system presumpCon is that a Merchant that starts using the EAS soluCon via the 
Extension is registered for all special schemes that apply to them. RegistraCon informaCon is to be 
collected via self-registraCon form or directly by the EAS system operator. AddiConal consultaCons 
are available for Merchants by request.   

EAS cannot and will not make the decision for the Merchant to register for any EU VAT special 
schemes. In case of need and by agreement with the Merchant EAS may register them for the 
Import OSS scheme and act as its fiscal representaCve.    

There are three special VAT schemes as they are described in VAT direcCve 2006/112/EC: 

- Import OSS scheme, applicable to EU and Non–EU E-merchants (only for goods directly 
fulfilled to the EU End-customers from outside of the EU); 

- Union scheme, applicable to EU and Non-EU E-merchants (EU merchants can use this 
scheme for goods and services, Non-EU merchants for goods only);  

- The Non-Union scheme, applicable to Non-EU E-merchants (Non-EU merchants can use this 
scheme only electronic services); 

Depending on the legal status and availability of VAT registraCons in selected countries a Merchant 
may be registered for all three schemes. The scope of registraCon required for a Merchant is 
idenCfied via the EAS self-registraCon system available as described above in SecCon 2.1.  

Prior to the use of the Extension, the Merchant shall register for all applicable VAT special 
schemes. EAS support can arrange consultaCons on the issue of registraCon for the special VAT 
schemes.  
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Import of LVC (parcels with an intrinsic value below 150 EUR) is done with the applicaCon of the 
Import OSS scheme, while if the inarCsCc value goes over 150 EUR EAS soluCon allows direct 
import of items (for the full descripCon see SecCon 2.6 below)  

Merchants that chose to use the “lite” version of the Extension may use only IOSS special scheme 
and direct import delivery. They are not to use the Extension for internal EU sales. For more details 
on the “lite” Extension soluCon please refer to item 4., secCon II “Standard VAT reports” (see 
SecCon 5.3.5.)  

B2B sales are considered as addiConal to B2C sales.  

Certain limitaCons are levied on the handling of B2B and B2C sales (see the 
“System limitaCons” secCon in the service contract or service general terms for 
detailed limitaCons) and SecCon 6 of this document (only general descripCon). 
Please, study carefully the System limitaCons before taking the EAS system into 
use.   

2.3. EAS fees, Special postal fee 

EAS fees are payable on a transacConal basis. Merchant shall refer to the Service contract for 
applicable fees.  

All sales in the order are grouped in a collecCon of items being sold on the same condiCons (order 
split). As such there may be several splits in an order. EAS fee is applied once to every split in the 
order unless it is B2B sale – only one EAS fee is applied for the whole B2B order. 

For example, if there are 5 items in a B2C order, 2 of which are sold within the Union OSS VAT 
scheme and 3  are to be delivered to the end-customer from abroad with the use of the Import 
OSS scheme, EAS transacConal fee will be applied twice, first Cme EAS fee  (Union OSS fee) is 
applied to Union OSS items (it will be split between 2 items proporConally to the cost of the 
items), the second Cme the EAS fee  (Import OSS fee) is applied to Import OSS items (again it will 
be split between 3 items proporConally to the cost of the items). Table 1 below describes the 
applicability of EAS fee types to parCcular grouping.  

EAS fee consCtutes a part of the merchandise (customs) value and is added to the intrinsic 
merchandise cost before applicaCon of duCes and taxes. If the Merchant maintains inclusive prices 
in the e-shop and uses the inclusive prices for end-customers, the EAS fee is treated as inclusive in 
the merchandise cost, thus the landed cost for the EU sold items will always stay the same (see 
Table 2 and Table 3 on inclusive and exclusive pricing). 

EAS fee consists of two parts: set transacConal fee and percentage fee (calculated as a 
percentage of the intrinsic merchandise value).    

There are three EAS fee types: Union scheme fee, Non-Union scheme fee, Import 
scheme fee, DomesCc fee. Please refer to your service contract for specific values of 
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EAS fees applicable to you. 

The special postal fee is a specific fee-only afributable to goods imported to the EU under 
condiCons other than the Import OSS scheme. DPO fee is only applicable to the handling of 
customs process in a parCcular country and is set for all separate EU MSs. The special postal fee 
covers expenses of the desCnaCon post for customs clearance, or it covers the handling of import 
of merchandise by EAS and is only applicable to EAS DDP (delivered duty paid) soluCons. For more 
informaCon, please refer to item 4 of SecCon 5.3.4. 

From the legal standpoint, a Special postal fee is a service to the End customer, has no connecCon 
with the merchandise sale and exists as a separate service. A special fee is levied by VAT at the FC 
country of consumpCon rate. 

Table 1 

All fees will be calculated automaCcally and invoiced to the Merchant in the monthly invoice. 

2.4. Input merchandise price 

EAS system can work both with inclusive and exclusive input pricing modes. The pricing mode 
should be determined iniCally by the Merchant and included in the Service contract. The Merchant 
that uses the Extension has to implement the following rules to achieve full compliance with the 
EAS system: 

Sale types  EAS fee type DPO fee 

B2B (B2B intercommunal and 
B2B domesCc) sales

Union scheme fee
No

Union OSS scheme sales

EI facilitaCon of goods and 
services 

B2C DomesCc sales DomesCc sales fee

Non-union scheme Non -Union scheme fee NO

Import OSS scheme sales

Import scheme fee

NO

FC representaCon (direct 
import) sales

Yes, for EAS DDP 
situaCons only
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- Both shipment/postal charge and merchandise cost have to be either 
inclusive or exclusive of VAT. Merchant has to set up the tax status of the 
shipment input pricing via shipment Extension set-up interface. EAS 
system will calculate the sum of shipment VAT in proporCon to the cost 
of the merchandise and applicable VAT rates. 

The pracCcal result of using the inclusive pricing mode is that the price payable by the End- 
customer will always be displayed as the price shown in the store. The only two excepCons from 
this rule are the situaCons when items are delivered from abroad as FC representaCon order 
(direct import both DDU and DDP, see Table 2) or B2B cross border sales with 0 VAT.    

2.5. Landed cost calcula;on  

Landed cost is the total cost payable by the end customer to the Merchant. It depends on many 
variables and is calculated for every order. General, LC calculaCon rules are: 

- LC calculaCon is performed on item level since different items in one order may have 
different VAT rates and customs duCes applied. 

- LC calculaCon is always done in the order currency, EAS fee and Special postal fee is 
converted to the order currency using current ECB (European central bank) exchange rate. 

- Both inclusive VAT and exclusive VAT prices can be used in the EAS system (see SecCon 2.4)   

The underlying process for LC calculaCon on item level is performed as follows (both for inclusive 
and exclusive prices): 

1. Postal/transportaCon charges are weighted proporConally on all order items that are 
idenCfiable as physical merchandise (goods).  

2. EAS fees (both transacConal and percentage parts) are weighted proporConally on all order 
items that are in the same split (see Table 1 above). 

3. Weighted part of the postal charges and EAS fees are added to the intrinsic cost of the 
merchandise and customs duCes are applied to the sum (only for direct import sales) 

4. VAT is applied to the resulCng sum. 

5. The special postal fee is added with the end customer country standard VAT rate applied.   

In the example below (Table 2) 3 items are sold with exclusive VAT pricing: 

- Audio file (union OSS VAT special scheme sale), 20 USD; 

- physical merchandise sold from EU (union OSS VAT special scheme sale), 15 USD; 

- physical merchandise delivered from abroad (FC representaCon sale) 200 USD; 
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Table 2 

The ResulCng Landed cost for items will be 25,93 USD; 22,18 USD; and 337,82 USD respecCvely.    

 

Table 3 

The ResulCng Landed cost for items will be 20 USD; 15 USD; and 276,42 USD respecCvely. Please 
note that the Landed cost calculated for the end customer is the same as the displayed price for 
items 1 and 2 thus supporCng the approach of inclusive VAT pricing. The calculaCon for the FC REP 
item deviates from the displayed price due to the need to add special postal charge and customs 
duCes. 

Applicability of VAT, VAT rates for separate items, exchange rates, need to collect customs duCes 
idenCfied automaCcally at the moment of the sale and depending on the idenCfied sale type. 

If Merchant is registered in Finland, VAT on the EAS fee will be calculated 
addiConally. VAT on the EAS fee is not included in LC and is only added to the 
monthly invoice as a separate entry. It is payable as normal VAT and should be 
reported in Finnish VAT return as VAT payable on locally purchases services.   

2.6. Delivery methods 

For the correct and comprehensive operaCon of the EAS system, all shipping methods should be 
split into “postal” and “courier”. AnyCme a new delivery method is added it should be properly 
configured in the Extension seengs. Generally, the Merchant shall assign to “postal” only those 
delivery methods where the delivery supply chain does not include customs clearance services for 
parcels with intrinsic value over 150 EUR (DDP or DTP/DPP etc. delivery opCons).  

Delivery method is only important for B2C deliveries from outside of EU to physical 
end-customers in EU with intrinsic value over 150 EUR. Deliveries within the EU are 
unaffected by the choice of delivery method. 

B2C postal deliveries of items worth more than 150 EUR can be delivered to the end-
customers on EAS DDP condiCons (delivered duty paid). The choice of delivery is made 
automaCcally depending on the desCnaCon country. An addiConal fee for customs clearance is 

235,00$     
30,00$       
24,32$       
96,60$       

355,92

14,00 %

20,00 %

Presented to FC

Merchandise cost 
Postal charge  
EAS fee
Taxes and duties 

Total 385,92$     

20,00 %

1,61

2,19

20,52

VAT rate, %
Landed cost calculated for 

the end customer  

25,93

20,08

309,91

15,00 %

Total EAS fee 24,32

Postal charge for the end 
customer 

Total Landed cost 
calculated for the end 

30,00

EAS fee 
Import 

duties, %

0,00 %

0,00 %

Exchnage rate (EUR to USD) 1,21 Total displyed order price ,  USD

EAS % fee

2,00 %

2,50 %

3,00 %

Split

1

2

3

0

Postal 
charge, USD

EAS fixed 
fee, EUR

1,00

1,50

Downloadable 
service 

EU item

Item delivred from 
outside of EU 

Order items

2,00
30,00

Special 
postal fee, 

EUR 

0,00

0,00

10,00

235,00

Displayed merchandise  price 
(VAT exclusive) , USD

15,00

200,00

20,00

Exchnage rate (EUR to USD)

Displayed 
merchandise  price 

(VAT inclusive), USD

20,00

15,00

200,00

VAT rate, %

20,00%

15,00%

20,00%14,00%

Import duties, %

0,00%

Split

1

2

3

Order items

Downloadable 
service 

Union OSS scheme 
item  (goods)

FC represenattaion 
goods

1,21

Postal 
charge, USD

EAS fixed 
fee, EUR

Special 
postal fee, 

EUR 
EAS % fee

0,00 1,00 0,00 2,00%

30,00
1,50 0,00 2,50%

2,00 10,00 3,00%

Presented to FC
Merchandise price 

exclusive VAT and EAS 
fee, USD

15,15 185,57$                 
25,08$                   

Merchandise cost 
Postal charge  

20,00

Landed cost calculated for 
the end customer  

 EAS fee 
value 

1,51

Postal charge for the end 
customer 

30,00 10,81$                   
12,10$                   
77,86$                   

EAS fee

Taxes and duties 
Special postal fee

Total

0,00% 2,09

7,20

10,81 Total Landed cost for the 
end customer 

311,42$                 Total displyed order price ,  USD 235,00 185,57

15,00

246,42

281,42

10,95

159,46
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applicable for EAS DDP. See a list of fees in Annex 2. Full landed cost is calculated for such 
deliveries at the moment of the sale inclusive of the customs clearance fee. EAS DDP presumes 
that a specially designed address label provided in the Merchant dashboard shall be afached to 
the parcel. 

B2B postal deliveries are always delivered as DDU.  

Non-postal cross border deliveries are handled by couriers chosen by the Merchant as part of 
shipping Extension’s arrangements before the order is transferred for handling by the Extension. 
The Extension does not calculate any VAT or customs duCes for such deliveries. 

The Extension has been tested with the most known delivery opCons available at 
the Magento marketplace. There may be issues with the handling of courier 
delivery methods if unofficial or untested delivery Extensions are used.  

2.7. Merchandise aPributes required for EAS system opera;on 

Aoer the Extension is installed and the authenCcaCon process is completed, new merchandise 
afributes will be automaCcally created in the Merchant’s store. Newly created EAS system 
afributes should be added and filled for each product sold in the store. Though bulk assignment of 
afributes is a preferable method of assigning merchandise afributes (implemented via the use of 
the EAS Merchandise module), only the manual afribute assigning process is described further. 
For bulk assignment of afributes, the Merchant should employ the Merchandise module.  

There are two types of merchandise realized in the EAS system: Goods and Services 
(TBE). For merchandise to be afributed to Services, “This item has no weight” 
should be set for the item in Product’s seengs (see Figure 1 below). 

 

Figure 1 
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Values of addiConal merchandise afributes influence assignment of VAT OSS special schemes, VAT 
rates and customs duCes calculaCon. 

For EAS soluCon to operate properly the following merchandise afributes are to be assigned to all 
items in the electronic store:  

Afribute 
name

DescripCon Comments

Act as 
(disclosed) 

Agent

This afribute should be set to “Yes” for 
products that are sold by the Merchant 

acCng as agent and only in the cases 
specified in SecCon 2.3). By default, the 

Extension will set “No” to this 
afribute.

This afribute applies to customers that 
can be considered as Electronic Interface 

as per hfps://ec.europa.eu/
taxaCon_customs/business/vat/online-

electronic-interfaces_en

HSCODE

This afribute is used to store customs 
Harmonized system codes for 

merchandise. This afribute is only 
applicable to physical items (goods) 

If no code is provided in the Merchant 
store, the EAS backend will classify the 
products using an AI mechanism (see 

secCon 3.8).

Codes can be found in the link: hfps://
www.tariffnumber.com/ 

OriginaCng 
Country

For physical goods, this field is to be 
populated with the country where the 
product was produced. This afribute 
influences the proper Customs Duty 

rate selecCon. 

For electronic services, it is the country 
of underlying supplier registraCon or 

underlying supplier’s fixed 
establishment that conducts the sale of 

such services

This afribute is mandatory for Merchants 
acCng as EI while selling electronic 

services. In this case, the afribute should 
be filled with the country of underlying 

supplier registraCon or underlying 
supplier’s fixed establishment that 

conducts the sale of electronic services
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Table 4 

Reduced 
VAT for TBE 
(electronic 
services)

If customers sell electronic services 
and a parCcular service is to be 

considered as a Reduced VAT rate 
service, then the afribute needs to be 

set to “Yes”. 

The concept of TBE is described hfps://
ec.europa.eu/taxaCon_customs/

business/vat/telecommunicaCons-
broadcasCng-electronic-services/content/

what-are-tbe-services_en 

Since the automaCon of VAT rates seeng 
for electronic services is not possible the 
Merchant must define the items that are 

liable for reduced VAT rate. The 
applicaCon of reduced rate is described in 

naConal legislaCon. Children electronic 
books can be idenCfied as the most 
common example of services with a 

reduced VAT rate. If in doubt leave empty 
and the standard country VAT rate will be 

applied. 

By default, the set value is “No”

Seller 
registraCon 

country

This afribute only influences EAS 
soluCon operaCon when the afribute 

‘Act as (disclosed) Agent” is set to “Yes” 
and the merchandise type is Goods. 

The afribute is populated by the 
country where the underlying seller is 

registered. The value can be either one 
of the EU countries or any third 

country. 

If this afribute is not filled by the 
Merchant, the registraCon country of the 

Merchant will be used. 

For proper idenCficaCon of Union OSS 
VAT special scheme, it is mandatory to fill 
this afribute in all cases when afribute 
‘Act as (disclosed) Agent” is set to Yes.

Warehouse 
country

For physical goods, this field is to be 
populated with the country where 

goods are actually located when the 
sale is being conducted. 

For electronic services (TBE), this field 
is to be populated by the country 

where the responsibility for the sale of 
services unit (headquarters, fixed 

establishment etc.) resides.

If E-merchant has non-EU status, it is not 
allowed to sell EU TBE. Even if E-merchant 

has a warehouse in the same country 
where the end user is located. Only EU E-
merchants permit to sell EU sourced TBE. 

Warehouse country afribute for TBE 
being sold by non-EU Merchant should 

always be set to a non-EU country. 

Please, carefully read secCon 3.6.1. and 
3.6.2. on the issue of mulCsource 

handling in EAS Magento extension.
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EAS Extension uses some of the standard afribute fields that already exist in the store.   

Special rules are to be used for seeng “Warehouse country” in the EAS 
Magento extension while using mulC source scheme within the structure of 
assigned sources (see Magento manual for assigning sources of merchandise). 
Precise instrucCon regarding Warehouse country argument are provided in 
SecCons 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. 

Source(s) should also be defined for TBE, with Merchant’s fixed establishments idenCfied as 
sources/warehouses to make sure that VAT schemes are properly afributed (see explanaCon in 
the Table 4 above). When seeng up TBE in Magneto store, choose in the “Advance inventory” 
submenu opCon “NO” for “Manage stock“ (see Figure 2 and Figure 3 below). 

 

Figure 2 

 

Figure 3 

When mulCsource soluCon is used in the source seengs it is of paramount 
importance to make sure that adequate management of merchandise sourcing is 
performed to ensure proper handling of VAT. Do not use Merchandise module for 
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seengs of “Warehouse country” afribute if you use mulCsource soluCon. Instead, we suggest use 
of internal Magento bulk acCons for seeng the values for this afribute.  

 “OriginaCng country” is ascribed to standard Magento afribute “Country of manufacture” (see 
Figure 4 below). 

 

Figure 4 

Mapping/adding of specific merchandise afributes can be done manually (see Step 7, SecCon 3.5) 
or automaCcally via a special merchandise handling tool available to the Merchant – EAS 
Merchandise module. 

For unimpeded and funcConal use of the EAS system, it is suggested that ALL special 
afributes are populated for all Merchants’ SKUs and no special afributes are leo 
unpopulated. 

2.8. Electronic interface status 

Merchants that act as electronic interfaces, i.e., those E-merchants that sell via their own sooware 
sales soluCons items that do not belong to them and which only provide their services to the 
underlying suppliers by connecCng such underlying suppliers with the End-customers, can fully 
implement the use of EAS soluCon with full compliance to the requirements set for electronic 
interfaces (EI) in the EU legislaCon. AddiConal consultaCon for such Merchants is available at 
request. 

Merchants shall apply a special merchandise afribute “AcCng as (disclosed) agent” while 
conducCng sales in the status of the electronic interface. AcCng as disclosed agent afribute should 
be used only in the following cases: 

For the sale of electronic services (B2B and B2C) 

(i) EI facilitates the sale of B2B and B2C electronic services supplied by EU and non-EU underlying 
suppliers and acts as disclosed agent (EI is not liable for VAT and only needs to keep sales records); 

In the above cases of B2B and B2C EI facilitated sales the following afribute also has to be filled for 
proper operaCon: “OriginaCng Country” (for electronic services it is the country of underlying 
supplier or underlying supplier’s fixed establishment that conducts the sale of such services). 
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Sales of B2C electronic services by EI acCng as undisclosed agent end up in Union 
OSS special VAT scheme (when supplied by EU underlying supplier) or in Non-Union 
OSS special VAT scheme (when supplied by non-EU underlying supplier), B2B sales of 
electronic services by EI as undisclosed agent end up in standard B2B sales. Both 

situaCons do not require that the afribute “AcCng as (disclosed) agent” be set to “true”. 

For the sale of goods (B2C only)  

(ii) EI facilitates B2C sale of EU goods supplied by EU underlying suppliers and acts as a disclosed 
agent (EI is not liable for VAT and only needs to keep sales records); 

(iii) EI facilitates B2C sale of EU goods supplied by non-EU underlying supplier while acCng as 
disclosed or undisclosed agent (EI is liable for VAT under ArCcle 14(a)2 of VAT direcCve 2006/112/
EC) is afributed to Union OSS special scheme;  

In all above cases of B2C EI facilitated sales the following afribute also has to be filled for proper 
operaCon: “Seller registraCon country”, “Warehouse country”.  

B2B EI facilitated supply of goods is blocked during normal EAS system operaCon due 
to the fact that agent status cannot be traced in the same way as for B2C sales. When 
EI facilitated physical product is to be purchased by a legal enCty the sale will be 
prohibited and the process will return to the cart. 

While assessing the sales made by an E-Merchant acCng as EI, EAS soluCon will afribute sales of 
type (i) and (ii) to the EI facilitated sales report. In these situaCons, EI is not liable for VAT and only 
has to keep records of sales. 

B2C EI facilitated sales of type (iii) will end up in Union OSS VAT special scheme report (reference 
to 5). 

EAS system is specifically created for EIs using OSS special schemes. In rear situaCons when EI is 
not registered for OSS and uses EAS system only for FC representaCon the following limitaCons will 
apply: 

NON-EU registered E-Merchants that do not use Union and Import OSS schemes will not be able to 
make B2C sales acCng as EI, the system will revert the sale to the cart. 

EU registered E-Merchants that do not use Union and Import OSS schemes will be able to make 
B2C sales acCng as EIs, with EAS properly calculaCng VAT applicable to the sales. 

In complicated situaCons please book an appointment with EAS specialist prior to taking EAS 
system in use. 

For all special afributes, please, refer to SecCon 2.7. 
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2.9. Mul;source handling 

EAS Magneto extension supports mulCsource handling, provided that the Merchant follows rules 
set in SecCon 3.6.2 of this manual. Stock configuraCon does not affect choice of source for filling 
“Warehouse country” afribute.    

There may be three situaCons that are implemented in a parCcular Magento store seeng: 

I. Merchant supports mul=source handling in the Magento environment and manages 
stocks in the Magento store (Sec=on 3.6.2) 

The consequences of this scheme applicaCon are as follows: 

- Merchant, as usual, manages sources and stocks to individual stores/views and handles the 
stocks. 

- Merchant sets fulfillment priority algorithms as usual (distance priority or source priority), 
if needed applying third party soluCons and extensions.   

- Merchant does not fill the “Warehouse country” special afribute, EAS will use country 
warehouse of the Source that is chosen by Magento based on Merchant set priority 
algorithm. 

- EAS Magento extension will limit the Source during shipment to the Source chosen during 
the sale, i.e., even if there are more than one source assigned to the store/view only one 
will be available for the shipment (see Figure 40). 

Make sure that you set “Enable MSI” to ON in the EAS EU compliance seeng (see 
SecCon 3.5, Step 4 for this scheme to be enabled. 

II. Merchant supports mul=source handling but does not use Magento environment for 
stock handling (Sec=on 3.6.1) 

The consequences of this scheme applicaCon are as follows: 

- Merchant keeps only one source (usually it is the default source set iniCally during the store 
installaCon). 

- No fulfillment priory is set. 

- Merchant fills the “Warehouse country” special afribute, EAS will use data from this 
afribute for tax determinaCon. If EAS “Warehouse country” afribute is not filled, EAS will 
use country data from the Magento default source (or the only available source). 

- EAS Magento extension will limit the source during shipment to the source chosen during 
the sale (see Figure 40). 

Merchant should make sure that the default source country 
afribute is set to the real warehouse country. EAS Warehouse 
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afribute has priority over Magento default source afribute. 

III. Merchant does not support mul=source handling (Sec=on 3.6.1) 

The consequences of this scheme applicaCon are as follows: 

- Merchant keeps only one source (usually it is the default source set iniCally during the store 
installaCon). 

- No fulfillment priory is set. 

- Merchant does not fill the “Warehouse country” special afribute (or uses the same data as 
in the Magento default source). EAS will use data from the Magento default source (or the 
only available source) for tax determinaCon.  

- EAS Magento extension will limit the source during shipment to the source chosen during 
the sale (see Figure 40). 

Merchant should make sure that the default source country afribute is set to 
the real warehouse country. EAS Warehouse afribute might be leo empty or 
can contain the same data as Magento default source afribute. 

2.10.Merchant dashboard 

EAS Merchant dashboard is an integral part of the EAS soluCon and is accessible to the E-Merchant 
as part of the EAS EU compliance soluCon. Merchant dashboard is used for accessing management 
data, transfer, and reporCng funcCons of the EAS soluCon. A full descripCon of the Merchant 
dashboard funcConality is provided in SecCon 5. 

2.11.Repor;ng and VAT correc;on 

EAS system comprehensive reporCng is available via the Merchant Dashboard and is described in 
detail in SecCon 5.3.4. 

All EU sales made to the EU end customers are categorized in specific VAT sales reports on item 
level. So, if an order contains items that are to be assigned to different types of sales (for example, 
one item to be assigned to domesCc sales and another item to Union scheme sale) the items will 
end up in separate sales reports (domesCc sales report and Union OSS special VAT scheme sales 
report, respecCvely). References to the underlying sales orders are made in all Merchant sales 
reports.   

There are two types of reports available to the merchant: Standard VAT reports and Fiscal VAT 
reports. 

Fiscal reports are always made in EUR while sales reports are made in the order currencies.   
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The provided reports can be considered comprehensive depending on whether: 

- The Merchant has more than one online store and all stores are integrated within EAS 
soluCon, so all possible sales are recorded and reported in EAS system. 

- The Merchant conducts any of the following “alternaCve” sales: 

- Offline sales (phone, e-mail, brick-and-mortar store). 

- Sales of subscripCons. 

- Sales via sales non supported plamorms (Amazon, eBay etc.) by EAS. It will be possible 
that some of these sales will be taken into account automaCcally at the next release of 
the Extension. 

In other words: only sales that are performed via integrated online shops (i.e., when 
the Extension is installed) are considered and analyzed by the EAS system.  The 
Merchant would have to supplement Fiscal VAT reports with alternaCve sales data 
manually to make them complete.  

The next revision of the Dashboard will allow a possibility of manual adding of alternaCve 
reporCng data into the Fiscal reports. In this revision of the Extension, the data from alternaCve 
sales can be added as standard correcCons in the current reporCng period.  

Normally fiscal reports can be corrected for previous periods due to returns and reimbursements. 
More informaCon on providing correcCons can be found in SecCon (5.3.5) of this document. 

2.12.EAS system opera;onal ;me 

EAS soluCon uses UTC (Coordinated Universal Cme) as Cme as standard system Cme and all 
transacCons are recorded in accordance with UTC. Thus, order acceptance Cmes, reporCng periods 
and differ from local Cmes set in Merchants’ home countries. To make sure that no such 
discrepancy is evident for EAS reporCng, a special seeng is introduced in the Merchant dashboard 
(see SecCon 5.3.1). The E-Merchant should set up the Cme zone which is equal to the server on 
which Merchant’s instance of Magento sooware is run. To change/check E-Merchant’s server Cme 

go to “Stores” → ”ConfiguraCon” → ”General” (see Figure 5) and scroll down to “Locale 
opCons” (see Figure 6) where one can check/set server Cme zone. 
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Figure 5 

  

Figure 6 

The same Cme zone shall be set up manually in the Merchant Dashboard (see SecCon 5.3.1). 

EAS system reporCng will use the order date in accordance with Cme set in the E-
Merchant dashboard. Make sure that you have set the appropriate matching Cme 
zones in the Magento Extension and in the Merchant Dashboard to avoid 
inconsistences in reporCng. 
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3. Extension installa;on and setup 

3.1. Backup and ini;al prepara;on of tax seCngs before the Extension installa;on 

Before installaCon of the Extension is performed, one should backup internal Magento tax seengs 
and deacCvate other EU VAT related Extensions. 

If the Merchant is not sure about the acCons at this stage Merchant’s operator shall get in touch 
with EAS support team.  

Current tax rate should be exported before any changes to tax seeng in your administraCve 
Magento dashboard are made. To perform export of tax rates. 

1. In your administraCve view go to “Stores” → “Tax Zones and Rates”. Find “Export” bufon 
in the upper right corner, chose CSV or Excel in the fold out menu to the right of the bufon 
and press “Export” bufon. 

2. Save CSV/Excel file (to enable easy reinstall) to the nominated locaCon (see Figure 7 below) 

 

Figure 7 

DeacCvate any third-party Extensions that enable the calculaCon of EU taxes in your 
“Extension” opCons. Make sure to save any informaCon /seengs required for the 
installaCon/acCvaCon of these Extensions. 

Go to Stores → Tax Rules leo menu opCon and remove EU tax rules from the list, by selecCng rule 
to be deleted and pressing bufon “Delete Rule” in opened window. 
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Figure 8 

Any Non-EU country tax seengs (for countries where the deliveries are made to) should be leo in 
the list, while any tax seengs for EU countries should be deleted manually (compare Figure 9 
below to Figure 8 above). 

Export the seengs into the CSV file again (in case you need to upload only non-EU 
seengs if something goes wrong, and all the non-EU seengs need to be reinstalled 
separately). Use procedure described above and save CSV/Excel file separately from 
the file containing the full set of tax rates. 

 

Figure 9 

3.2. Backup of system and products seCngs before the Extension installa;on 

Proper backup of your exisCng products seeng is essenCal for ensuring safe removal of the 
Extension and safety of your commercial data. We recommend that procedures described in this 
secCon are to be repeated also aoer the Extension installaCon as part of quality assurance and 
data safety internal procedures. Export process is fully described on hfps://docs.magento.com/
user-guide/system/data-export.html 

The first step is to back up the system, media, and the database. Go to “System” → “Backups” to 
perform required backups (follow system requests while making backups). 
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Figure 10 

Proper backup will enable full rollback if required. 

As second step the merchandise data shall undergo backup, for which the following steps shall be 
taken: 

1. Choose the “System → Data transfer → Export” leo menu opCon in the store 
administrators’ dashboard and then press the “Export” bufon. 

2. Select Products in the EnCty Type drop-down control. 

3. Apply filters if needed. 

4. Scroll down to bofom of the page. 
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Figure 11 

5. Export job will be scheduled, and you’ll receive noCficaCon message (see Figure 12 below).  

 

Figure 12 

6. Your CSV file will appear in the File secCon (see Figure 13 below). 

 

Figure 13 

7. Choose newly created file, in the column “AcCon” use “Download” in the “Select” control 
and save exported file to your desired locaCon. 

3.3. Manual installa;on 

You can install the Extension manually or via the Magento marketplace (hfps://
marketplacesupport.magento.com). Manual installaCon might be done via composer or using Git. 
Both methods are described below. 

3.3.1. Manual installa;on via composer 

1. Login as root to your web server console using SSH or any other preferred method. 
2. If your Magento version is 2.3.5 or earlier run command  

composer require eas/eucompliance:dev-feature/2.3.5 
3.  If your Magento version is 2.4* run command 
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composer require eas/eucompliance:dev-master 
 

Be sure to use PHP version 7.4 or greater iа version of Magento is 2.4* 

4. You should get similar result as on the Figure below. 

 
Figure 14 

5. InstallaCon finished. Please, follow to the configuraCon secCon of the Extension to set it up 
for commercial use (see SecCon 3.5). 

3.3.2. Manual installa;on via GIT 

1. Login as root to your web server console using SSH or any other preferred method. 
2. Go to installaCon directory of your Magento instance. 
3. Create EAS package directory using command mkdir app/code/Eas from root installaCon 
directory of Magento. 
4. Navigate to newly created directory using command cd app/code/Eas 
5. Run command  

git clone hNps://github.com//EAS-project-oy/eascompliance Magento 
6. Aoer clone process is finished move to the root installaCon directory of Magento and run 
command bin/magento se:up to enable module. 
7. To generate module classes run commands sequenCally bin/magento s:s:d –f and bin/
magento s:d:c 
8. Check that EAS EU compliance module for Magento is installed using command bin/
magento mo:st Eas_Eucompliance 
9. You should get similar result as on Figure below 
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Figure 15 

10. Installation finished. Please, follow to the configuration section of the Extension 
to set it up for commercial use (see SecCon 3.5). 

3.4. Installa;on from Magento marketplace 

The Extension is also available for download from the Magento marketplace: 

hfps://marketplace.magento.com/ 

Please, refer to the Magento extension installaCon documents to install the Extension: 

 hfps://marketplacesupport.magento.com/hc/en-us/arCcles/360030893872-How-to-uninstall-3rd-
party-extension 

3.5. Extension ini;al configura;on 

Step 1. General EAS EU compliance Extension view 

Upon installing the Extension, the “EAS EU compliance” seengs page will be available in the 

Administrators portal of Magento store in Stores → ConfiguraCon → EAS EU compliance tab. 

 

Figure 16 

EAS EU compliance Extension seeng page have 4 secCons: 

• General 

• CredenCals 

• Afributes 

• Advanced 
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Step 2.  ConnecCon seengs 

 

Figure 17 

Input the following connecCon point for connecCon to EAS system API (item 1 above) in the 
CredenCals secCon: hfps://internal1.easproject.com/api. Sign up with EAS Project to obtain 
authorizaCon keys (items 2,3) via the EAS self-registraCon system:  hfps://
registraCon.easproject.com  

If you already registered, then obtain authorizaCon keys in Merchant Dashboard hfps://
dashboard.easproject.com (see SecCon 5). 

In the General secCon select “Yes” in the “Enable this soluCon box” (see Figure 18 below) 

 

Figure 18 

Press “Save Config” bufon to save changes. 

If wrong credenCals are input Extension won’t acCvate and an error message will be displayed. 
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Step 3. Assigning delivery methods 

Refer to SecCon 2.6 for delivery methods descripCon/use. Delivery methods are assigned aoer the 
Extension is installed. The whole list of available shipping methods displayed in the General secCon 
of the Extension.   

 

Figure 19 

In the “Shipping methods by post” box choose all shipping methods that are to be considered as 
“postal” by clicking on them (chosen postal methods will be highlighted in blue color). 

 

Figure 20 

To exclude delivery method from “postal” just click once again on the selected Delivery method so 
that background color should be changed to white. 

All other shipping methods (that are not included in the list of postal delivery methods) are 
considered as “courier” delivery methods.   

Always press “Save Config” at the right upper corner of the page aoer any changes on the 
Extension set-up page. 
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Step 4. MulC Warehouse source selecCon opCon 

In the same General sub-secCon it is possible to enable or disable mulC source handling opCon for 
automaCc warehouse selecCon (requirements explained in SecCons 2.9, 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.) 

In case it has to be Disabled, select “No” in Enable MSI field. 

 

Figure 21 

AlternaCvely, when mulC source soluCon has to be enabled, select “Yes” in the ”Enable MSI” field.  

Field MSI selecCon algorithm should be filled in accordance with the actually used source selecCon 
algorithm. Please, refer to SecCon 3.6.2 for detailed explanaCon. 
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Figure 22 

Step 5. Mapping of merchandise addiConal afributes 

Straight aoer the Extension installaCon, the EAS system will create addiConal afributes for 
Merchant’s products (see SecCon 2.7 for the afributes descripCon). 

The Merchant shall ensure mapping of exisCng afributes to addiConal afributes 
created by the Extension. Mapping procedures depend on the number of 
merchandise afributes exisCng in the Merchant’s Magento E-shop seeng. 

The iniCal seengs of EAS EU compliance system special afributes are presented in 
the Figure 23 below. 
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Figure 23 

The merchant shall analyze exisCng merchandise afributes that are present in the 
Merchant’s store to idenCfy if currently exisCng afributes already contain the data 
that is needed for the operaCon of the EAS system.  

IdenCficaCon and analysis start by checking the exisCng afributes. Go to the Stores → Afributes 

→ Products menu opCon (see Figure 24 below).  

All exisCng afributes are displayed in table view. Slugs for EAS system created afributes always 
start with the “eas_” prefix and are idenCfied in the “Afribute code” column.  

In the example Figure 24 below all EAS system afributes are circled in red (5 afributes: “Act as 
disclosed agent”, “HSCODE”, , “Seller registraCon country”, “Warehouse country”). 

 
Figure 24 

Afribute analysis shall be made by the authorized and fully capable E-store administrator.  
Analysis of the exisCng afributes is provided in the table below: 

EAS afribute
Merchant preexisCng 

afribute
Reason for matching

Act as (disclosed) Agent No matching afributes

HSCODE Harmonized system code
Both afributes are populated by the 

same data – customs nomenclature code 
(HS6+ code)
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Table 5 

Further acCons based on the performed analysis are as follows:  

- Assigned to EAS system afribute “HSCODE” the Merchant afribute “Harmonized 
system code” 

- No assignment for the following EAS system afributes is to be done: “Act as disclosed 
agent”, “Reduced VAT for TBE” and “Seller registraCon country” and the afributes 
created by the EAS system will be used.   

Mapping is performed in the respecCve secCon or EAS EU compliance Extension seengs view. 
Compare to the seengs shown at the beginning of step 4 (see below Figure 25). 

 
Figure 25 

Press the “Save Config” bufon aoer mapping is complete! 

The final step in the mapping procedure involves removal of EAS afributes that were created by 
the Extension but mapped to preexisCng Merchant afributes. In our example, it is the following 
afributes that needed to be removed: “HSCODE”. 

Reduced VAT for TBE No matching afributes

Seller registraCon country No matching afributes

Warehouse country No matching afributes
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DeleCon is done in the product afribute view. Go to the Stores → Afributes → Product menu 
opCon in the main view (see figure below), choose the afribute (“HSCODE” in the example) and 
press “Delete Afribute” in the opened windows to remove the afribute. 

 

Figure 26 

Confirm deleCon by pressing Ok on confirmaCon window. 

 

Figure 27 

Step 6. Enabling of shipping to the EU countries 

Proceed to Stores → ConfiguraCon and look up in General tab for 1st parameter – Country OpCons 
(see Figure 28). Add either the whole Europe by clicking at “Use system value” box nearby 
European Union Countries list (see Figure 29) or all individual European countries where you deliver 
to. EAS soluCon will be operaConal in all 27 countries of the EU. Make sure that all other regions 
where you deliver your products are displayed in Allow Countries list. In Figure 28, then “Use 
system value” box is marked, all possible countries in the list are selected. 
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Figure 28 

 

Figure 29 

Step 7. Ensuring of exisCng of EU compliance tax seengs  

Aoer compleCng EAS Magento extension installaCon described in SecCons 3.3 and 3.4, the Tax 
Seengs are already implemented. To make sure that the EAS Magento extension is installed go to 
Stores → ConfiguraCon and look up for EAS EU COMPLIANCE tab (see Figure 30). If it is in place, 
then it means that appropriate Tax seeng for all EU countries is set. 

! Remember to erase all EU Tax Rules to avoid situaCon of double taxaCon! (Refer to 
SecCon 3.1) 
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Figure 30 

3.6. Manual popula;on of the merchandise EAS system aPributes 

Aoer the mapping of special EAS system afributes is complete (see Step 4 in SecCon 3.5) is 
completed some of the special afribute fields are not filled so the Merchant’s operator has to fill 
in the required data. 

There are two types of merchandise realized in the EAS system: Goods and Services 
(TBE). For merchandise to be afributed to Services, “This item has no weight” 
should be set to in Product’s seengs (see Figure 1). 

To assign values for addiConal afributes, follow the next steps for each product in the Products 
secCon of your store: 

1. Open the product where afributes have to be changed.  
2. To apply changes to the whole Scope, select All Store Views (see Figure 31). 
3. Scroll down unCl you see EAS addiConal afributes tab (see Figure 32). 
4. In available field choose a proper available value.  
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Figure 31 

 

Figure 32 

5. Once finished with adding all afributes, press “Save” bufon in the right upper corner. 

If “Seller registraCon country” merchandise afributes are not filled, then the 
registraCon country of the shop (default country) will be used instead to 
populate both of these special afribute fields. Please, make sure that you have 
acquainted yourself with the afributes descripCon (see SecCon 2.7) and 
intended use before you start using the EAS system.  

 

For situaCon with “Warehouse country” afribute see SecCons 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 for 
mulCsource handling/single source handling of merchandise in the EAS Magento 
extension. 
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3.6.1. Warehouse country aPribute assignment handling without automa;c Magento 
mul;source support 

 

Logic described in this sub secCon is applied when Merchants do not use Magento 
environment for handling of merchandise locaCon. 

As described in SecCon 2.9 EAS Magento extension supports all possible operaConal situaCons 
with handling of stocks in Magento. It is decisively not described in this document how sources 
and stock assignments work in Magento since the goal of this manual is to describe EAS Magento 
extension behavior in exisCng and working seengs. So irrespecCve of the exisCng stock/sources 
configuraCon EAS Magento extension will work in the described manner. 

In case when the Merchant does not use Magento environment for managing stocks and thus does 
not fully/properly idenCfy within Magento store the place where merchandise is sold from (i.e., 
“Warehouse country” argument), the Merchant that uses EAS Magento extension sCll needs to 
define the place where the merchandise is sold from due to the EU legislaCon. 

To implement this situaCon the Merchant has to ensure that “Enable MSI” is set to 
“No” in the configuraCon secCon of EAS Magento extension (see Figure 21). 

Further in this scheme the Merchant shall use EAS special “Warehouse country” 
afribute provided by the EAS Magento extension (see Figure 32) on product level. In the sources 
secCon of Magento store there sCll will be a default store (mandatory set-up opCon) where the 
Merchant sCll shall input real address of the warehouse. 

Merchants in reality may sCll use mulCple warehouses (pracCcal warehouses management 
including shipments may be organized in local ERP system or via EAS Merchant Dashboard), to 
achieve that the actual warehouse country data should be input on the product level. The 
Merchant may use bulk assignment (see Figure 33)  or singular assignment methods available in 
Magento or use Merchandise Module (see SecCon 3.7). Further in Figure 33 ,Figure 34 and Figure 35 
the Magento process for bulk assignment of afributes is shown. Note that “Warehouse country 
“afribute only appears among afributes when the EAS Magento extension is installed.  

To bulk assign afributes in the Magento store, go to AdministraCve menu → Catalog → Products 
and Cck all merchandise for which “Warehouse country afribute” shall be filled, then choose 

AcCons → Update afributes (see Figure 33).   
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Figure 33 

On the next page select to which View you want to assign the Warehouse country afribute. 

Magento provides flexible instruments for arranging different Store views. Please, 
make sure that you consider exisCng store view seengs while performing bulk 
afribute filling.     

In this example, All Store Views was selected, so the changes will apply to all Views.  
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Figure 34 

Next step is to select the warehouse country out of the fold down list to be assigned for chosen 
products. 

 

Figure 35 

This is the end of the procedure, now you have updated Source and Warehouse country afribute 
for bulk of products at once. 

The same process in general applicable to simple situaCons when the Merchant has only one 
warehouse. In this case the filing of Warehouse country afribute can be done as described above, 
or, to simplify the process it is enough to properly idenCfy the warehouse address in the default 
source. EAS Magento extension will apply the warehouse country in accordance with the following 
prioriCes: 

- First data from the EAS “Warehouse country “special afribute is checked and applied.  

- If the EAS “Warehouse country “special afribute is empty, then the country from the 
default warehouse is used. 

3.6.2. Warehouse country aPribute assignment handling with automa;c Magento mul;source 
support 

Logic described in this sub secCon is applied when Merchants use Magento 
environment for handling of merchandise locaCon and apply mulCsource 
approach. 
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As described in SecCon 2.9. EAS Magento extension supports all possible operaConal situaCons 
with handling of stocks in Magento.  It is decisively not described in this document how sources 
and stock assignments work in Magento since the goal of this manual is to describe EAS Magento 
extension behavior in exisCng and working seengs. So irrespecCve of the exisCng stock/sources 
configuraCon EAS Magento extension will work in the described manner. 

The schema with mulCsource support configured in the Magento environment by the Merchant 
will not require any changes to the exisCng mulCsource seengs on the Magento level. But certain 
seengs are sCll required for the EAS Magento extension. To ensure that EAS Magento extension 
supports mulCple source opCon, the Merchant must set up EAS Magento extension for the 
mulCsource use for which “Enable MSI” opCon is to be set “Yes“ in the configuraCon secCon of EAS 
Magento extension (see Figure 22). 

EAS Magento extension also supports priority shipping algorithms but in case when EAS Magento 
extension is used such algorithms are applied during the purchase and not at the moment of the 
shipment decision (as the standard Magento process goes). Thus, to make sure that shipping is 
performed in accordance with the exisCng algorithm, the Merchant should choose the proper MSI 
algorithm (“Source priority” algorithm is chosen in the example below, see Figure 22) – it should be 
the algorithm generally used by the Merchant for the operaCons. At the moment of the shipment 
the Merchant will not any longer be able to use the algorithm for choosing the warehouse for an 
actual fulfillment.  

The Merchant will automaCcally be limited in the choice of warehouse at the 
moment of shipment – only the warehouse which was chosen by the shipping 
priority algorithm set in the EAS Magento extension at the moment of the sale 
will be allowed for the fulfillment. Seeng the wrong algorithm in the EAS 
Magento extension may lead to items being shipped from less favorable 
warehouse. 

Having enabled and set the MSI opCon and shipping algorithm, the Merchant does not need to set 
EAS “Warehouse country” afribute, all required country warehouse informaCon for tax 
determinaCon will be chosen from the exisCng configuraCon informaCon on Merchant’s 
warehouses (see Figure 36). 
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Figure 36 

An example of mulCsource warehouse management is provided further. As selected in the Figure 
22, MSI algorithm used for stock selecCon is set to Source Priority. 

1. 3 products with 2 different WHs have been selected and purchased (Figure 37) in the store. 

 

Figure 37 

2. The following country fulfillment informaCon is sent to the EAS backend. The choice of the 
fulfillment country is made by EAS Magento extension based on the priority algorithm set 
in the EAS Magento extension configuraCon page (see Figure 22) and items availability in 
warehouses (as such “cap de france” was sold from the French warehouse since 0 items are 
available in Germany). 

Table 6 

Product name Warehouse country

cap de france France

Vneck Tshirt Germany

Polo Germany
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Based on the warehouse country informaCon it is clear that there will be 2 separate 
shipments created in the Magento shipment system – one from France and at least one 
from Germany. 

3. To fulfill the shipment the Merchant’s operator performs the usual acCons, so in the 
administraCve menu the following opCons are chosen: Sales → Orders, the order is chosen 
from the list (Figure 39). 

 

Figure 38 

4. Ship bufon is pressed (Figure 39). 

 

Figure 39 
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5. For the first shipment EAS Magento extension has limited the shipment warehouse to the 
German warehouse (Figure 40) – the ONE iniCally chosen by the extension.  

 

Figure 40 

6. Shipment informaCon on the conclusion of the first shipment is presented in the Figure 41 - 
2 items are being shipped from the warehouse in Germany. 

 

Figure 41 

7. Second shipment iniCated in the same usual way by applying standard Magento 
instruments (Figure 42). 
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Figure 42 

For the second shipment EAS Magento extension has limited the shipment warehouse to the 
French warehouse (Figure 43) – the ONE iniCally chosen by the extension. 

 

Figure 43 

8. Shipment informaCon on the conclusion of the shipment is presented in the Figure 44 – 1 
item is being shipped from the warehouse in France. 

 

Figure 44 
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As expected, 2 shipments have been created from 2 different warehouses (Figure 45) to fulfil the 
order. Shipment informaCon coincides with tax determinaCon data collected by EAS backend (see 
Table 6 above). 

 

Figure 45 

 

Figure 46 

AddiConally, EAS Magento extension provides noCficaCon on the shipment data to the Merchant 
to visualize basis for the tax determinaCon decisions (see Figure 46). 
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4. EAS EU compliance Extension in opera;on  
The Extension does not change the user experience of the person who visits the Merchants E-
store. All standard funcCons of the Magento store are available including store browsing, display 
view opCons, delivery methods and checkout procedures.  

So, the prospecCve customers can add products to the cart normally and proceed to chosen 
checkout. 

Aoer filling in required fields on Shipping page, the customer presses “Next” bufon and at this 
moment EAS back-end receives order data and returns results of landed cost calculaCons back on 
the Review and Payments page. In pracCce, the customer sees firstly Order Summary without tax 
on the Shipping page, aoerwards the landed costs (taxes, import duCes, delivery cost and EAS fee) 
are calculated and shown in Order Summery on the Review & Payments page. 

 

Figure 47    Figure 48 

By pressing “Next” bufon, the EAS Magento extension collects cart and shipping informaCon and 
redirects the user directly to the final the Review & Payments page (Figure 50) or to the EAS 
ConfirmaCon page or (see Figure 49). 

ConfirmaCon page is displayed when addiConal informaCon or confirmaCon from the end 
customer is required. This happens when: 

- Fulfillment is performed from 3rd country. 

- It is a B2B sale (domesCc or intra-communal). 

Content of the ConfirmaCon page depends on applicable VAT condiCons. The end customer needs 
to fill in some personal data/company VAT number, to confirm calculaCons result and 
representaCon statement by pressing the “Confirm” bufon. When requested, end customer has to 
input either the naConal personal ID number or the date of birth. This informaCon will be kept by 
EAS and will not be visible/available to the E-Merchant. 
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Figure 49 

ConfirmaCon page is available in several languages (language can be chosen from the menu at the 
top of the page). 

Aoer confirmaCon, the user is redirected back to the Review & Payments page and the “Place 
Order” bufon is displayed (Figure 50). 
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Figure 50  

At this stage, the landed cost has been calculated and result is returned to the end customer, so 
the user can see the full price with “Tax” represenCng the amount of taxes and duCes payable and 
applicable delivery cost.  

The user should now select a preferred payment method and proceed to the Payment step.  

The final confirmaCon page is shown aoer the order is paid (Figure 61). This is the end of the 
ordering process. 

  

Figure 51 
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Aoer the order is placed, change of payment status of the order in administrator's secCon of the 
Magento from pending to processed will noCfy EAS API on the order payment status change. Order 
will be marked by EAS system as "Paid" in the back end and made visible in the EAS Merchant 
dashboard. 
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5. Merchant dashboard and repor;ng 
From the moment of the Extension registraCon, the Merchant is allowed to access and use the 
Merchant dashboard, a specific user interface created for holding and managing order and 
shipment data, customs data, labelling and reporCng, including fiscal reports for all special 
schemes.  

5.1. Access to the Merchant dashboard   

Access to the Merchant dashboard is done via the login page URL: hfps://
dasboard.easproject.com.  

Access credenCals (Username (1) and password (2)) are to be entered at the login page: 

 

Figure 52 

Username and password for the EAS Merchant dashboard are provided aoer registraCon to the 
registered Merchant e-mail. 

5.2. Merchant dashboard main view  

If proper access credenCals are used, the following view becomes visible: 
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Figure 53 

Five idenCcal menu opCons are placed verCcally on the leo side and horizontally at the top of the 
page. VerCcally placed menu opCons are expandable with sub-opCons remaining visible, while the 
horizontally placed menu opCons only fold out for using a chosen sub-opCon.   

Merchant dashboard menu opCons (sub-opCons in the brackets): 

1. Dashboard.  The opCon is used only to remove any visible informaCon visible on the main 
view area. 

2. Orders (Confirmed orders, Orders fulfilment) The opCon is used for displaying the list of 
Merchant orders (with the possibility of filtering) and fulfilment of orders. 

3. Invoices. The opCon displays issued invoices with the designaCon of payment status. 

4. Reports (standard VAT reports, Fiscal VAT reports). Regular reports are displayed in this 
view. 

5. VAT correcCons. Choosing this opCon allows input of VAT correcCons into fiscal VAT reports. 

For a detailed descripCon of menu opCons refer to SecCon 5.3.  

5.3. Merchant dashboard func;onality and menu op;ons 

5.3.1. Menu op;on “Profile SeCng” 

In the Merchant dashboard, in the right upper corner there is a profile logo (PM in this case). By clicking on 
it, the drop-down list appears. By clicking on Profile bufon, a Profile menu appears. 
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Figure 54 

 

Figure 55 

In Figure 55 it is possible to change Time Zone by clicking on the Pencil bufon. 

 

Figure 56 

Here it is possible to select needed Time Zone (Figure 56). Please, refer to SecCon 2.12 for 
descripCon of service Cme and pracCcal applicaCon of the seeng. 
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5.3.2. Menu op;on “Dashboard” 

The opCon can be chosen at any Cme. Pressing the “Dashboard” bufon on horizontal or verCcal 
menu line-ups leads to clearing of the main view.  

5.3.3. Menu op;on “Orders” 

Pressing the “Orders” bufon allows displaying the list of all orders that have been placed by end-
customers with the Merchant (“Confirmed orders” sub-opCon) and for managing order shipments 
(“Orders fulfilment” sub-opCon). 

“Confirmed orders” sub-op;on 

This sub-opCon is to be used for manual seeng of orders’ payment status and for checking the list 
of all orders (filtering can be applied). 

 

Figure 57 

1. In view of area 1, it is possible to see filtering opCons. List of displayed orders can be 
filtered by external order id, internal order id, effecCve date range, postal/courier shipment 
type and payment status. By pressing the “Clear” bufon one can reset all filtering opCons. 

2. Green Cck   (2) designates orders which have been paid (automaCcally during the 
checkout or marked manually in the Merchant dashboard).  

3. The dollar sign  (3) designates orders which have been placed but not paid yet. Pressing 
the dollar sign opens the payment confirmaCon menu: 

 

Figure 58 
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Note that there are two ways to change order payment status in case order 
payment is being differed. The change can be made by the E-Merchant in 
Merchant Dashboard manually on the day when the payment has been accounted 
for (see Figure 57) or the status could be changed directly in Magento by approving 
the order’s payment (updaCng order status to “Processing” or ”Complete”). To do 

so, press “Invoice” bufon in Order View (Figure 59) and aoerwards scroll down and press “Submit 
invoice” bofom at the bofom of the page (Figure 61). The order payment status in the EAS 
Merchant Dashboard will change accordingly. Please note that in both methods only singular item 
change is available, so it would not be possible to have bulk payment status change. 

When customer uses check/delayed payments, firstly the status is Pending for payment, then aXer 
manual approval (crea=ng Invoice) the status is changed to Processing and only aXer shipping the 
order the status is set to Complete. (Understand how shipment could be automated with one 
Source – Answer: Only by using external Plug-ins). 

 

 

Figure 59 

 

Figure 60 

All fiscal reporCng is based on the payment date, so if this acCon is not performed duly, fiscal 
reporCng may deviate from the actual accounCng data and may lead to misrepresentaCon of fines. 

Manual assignment of payment status is only available for the Merchant if such 
opCon was chosen by them during registraCon. If during registraCon the Merchant 
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stated that it does not allow delayed payments, then the manual assignment of payment status in 
the Merchant dashboard is not available and orders are entered with the status “Processing”. 

“Orders fulfilment” sub-op;on 

This sub-opCon is to be used for handling shipments for cross-border. It is used for assigning E-
Merchant tracking numbers to shipments and for shipments splieng. 

Orders fulfilment opCon allows E-Merchant to control the fulfilment of orders to the EU end-
customers with full compliance to EU customs regulaCons and applicable special OSS VAT schemes 
and other customs arrangements.  

Due to parCculariCes of Magento sooware and availability of various Extensions 
for shipment handling, EAS Extension cannot collect shipment data from 
Magento store. Thus, E-Merchant has to manually input shipment/shipment 
splieng data into the Merchant Dashboard for items fulfilled from 3rd countries.     

Only orders that have the status “Processing” and are to be fulfilled to EU from abroad (from any 
3d Non-EU country) will be shown in “Orders fulfilment” sub-opCon view. Fully fulfilled orders are 

highlighted in green, the green Cck bufon  is displayed instead of the red Cck (see item 5 
below). ParCally fulfilled orders and orders that have not been fulfilled are highlighted in red and 

accompanied by a specific icon   . 

As well as in “Confirmed orders” sun-opCon view, here it is possible to apply filtering to limit visible 
orders. 

Proper fulfilment handling is required for the preparaCon of customs data and CN22/23 customs 
postal labels. 

The following fulfilment rules are to be used by the E-Merchant: 

- Tracking number should be supplied by the E-Merchant, where possible or applicable it 
may be an S10 (Universal postal union) tracking number, or any other tracking number 
assigned by the E-Merchant. 

- Shipment splieng is only possible in cases when the collecCve intrinsic value of order items 
that are delivered from outside of the EU is below the threshold of 150 EUR. The threshold 
will be calculated automaCcally. If the collecCve value of items delivered from abroad is 
over 150 EUR, EAS soluCon will not allow the splieng of the shipments meaning that the 
shipment should be supplied in one package. 

- A person responsible for handling shipments should choose items that are being shipped in 
a parCcular consignment, EAS soluCon will make sure that these items would be counted 
only once and will not be allowed to be chosen for the next shipments. See the example 
provided in Annex 2. 
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- If the order contains several idenCcal items with the same SKU idenCty number (2 belts 
SKU 0001, 3 hats SKU 0005 etc.), all idenCcal items should be placed in the same 
consignment (so it is not possible to ship one belt and two hats in one consignment and 
one more belt and one hat in the other). 

Orders that are supplied within the EU are not displayed in the “Orders fulfilment” 
view. If the E-Merchant is not involved in cross order supply of goods this view will 
always be empty.  

 

Figure 61 

In the general view area, it is possible to see filtering opCons (1, Figure 61). The list of displayed 
orders can be filtered by external order id, internal order id, delivery country, effecCve date range 
and payment status. By pressing the “Clear” bufon one can reset all filtering opCons. 

Clicking the bufon  (2, Figure 61) enables the order view with the applicable type of shipment 
(IOSS, FC REP) (for a descripCon of applicable schemes see SecCon 2.1). 

 

Figure 62 

Clicking the   bufon (see Figure 62 above) toggles the view to include/exclude items that are 
being shipped under this order from abroad. If the underlying order contains items that are sold 
within EU or electronic services – they will not be visible in this view. As well, full order content can 
be viewed in Magento administraCve view (menu opCons: Magento – Orders). 

Bufon   (3, Figure 61) is used for splieng an order into 2 or more individual consignments. 
Clicking the bufon opens the following view: 
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Figure 63 

By consequently choosing steps i-ii-iii, the operator can create a new consignment containing one 
item (Beanie with Logo in the above example) input Tracking number (iii), which results aoer 
clicking on “create shipment” (iv) in the following view: 

 

Figure 64 

Thus, a shipment with internal EAS ID JF3500002FI000000163101 is created, external shipment ID 
is RR123456789LU. 

The view of the Order fulfilment area is changed, with an icon  signifying the fact that some of 
the items have been shipped but there are sCll some items to be delivered to the end customer as 
shown in Figure 65. 
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Figure 65 

The next iteraCon with the shipment allows creaCng another consignment with the rest of the 
items in the order. 

 

Figure 66 

Thus, a shipment with internal EAS ID JF3500002FI000000163102 is created, external shipment id 
is RR987654321LU with two remaining items (Beanie and Belt) included in the consignment.  

 

Figure 67 

Note that the order highlight is changed to green meaning that the order is fully shipped. 

The bufon  in Figure 61 allows creaCng one consignment for all the items in the order, thus 

bypassing the splieng of the shipment as described in item 3 above. By clicking the bufon , it 
brings about the following window.  
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Figure 68  

Entering the tracking number and choosing “Yes” will result in the whole order being assigned as 
one consignment and marked as shipped (see Figure 67). 

Addi;onal data and labels are available for download from the Orders fulfilment sub-op;on  

There are 3 icons in the upper right corner in the shipment split view (see Figure 69 cropped out 
from Figure 66). 

 

Figure 69 

Clicking this icon returns the customs XML file created using naConal rules. Full 
compaCbility is available to selected E-Merchants. AddiConal integraCons may require.   

Clicking this icon shows CN22/23 postal customs declaraCon in a separate window (see 
Figure 70 below). Postal customs declaraCon may be printed and used directly or 
incorporated into E-Merchant’s label. 
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Figure 70 

Clicking this icon returns a GS1 compaCble QR code containing EAS order number, delivery 
name, address, phone number and e-mail. QR code may be printed and used directly or 
incorporated into E-Merchant’s label. 

 

Figure 71 

5.3.4. Menu op;on “Invoice” 

Choosing the “Invoice” tab allows viewing the list of all invoices that are sorted by the due date. 
The following informaCon is available: due amount with payment rules descripCon (1), the invoice 
in PDF form (2), underlying report with a breakdown of fees and charges downloadable in PDF (3) 
or Excel (4) formats. 

EAS invoice includes EAS fees, Special postal fee, Customs duCes, VAT payable to the Customs on 
FC REP (direct import) sales (see Figure 74). 

If the E-Merchant is registered in Finland, then addiConal VAT (24%) will be charged on the EAS fee.  
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Figure 72 

By pressing “View Due” (1, on Figure 72), the Due Amount window shows up featuring the due 
amount and currency payment rules (Figure 73). 

Currency payment rules designate in which currencies the payment should be done. The general 
rule is that if the due sum is below 500 EUR the payment should be done in one 
currency. Invoices with due amounts over 500 EUR shall be paid in mulCple 
currencies.  Please, refer to the EAS service contract on the applicable rules. 

 

Figure 73 

“Invoice” bufon (2, Figure 72) opens the current invoice in PDF form in a separate window, as 
shown below: (Note that the design may change) 
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Figure 74 

PDF invoice can be saved to the local storage by the E-Merchant operator using available tolls 
(depends on operaCon system and sooware used by the operator).  

Detailed invoice breakdown report can be seen/downloaded to the operator chosen locaCon by 
pressing “Download PDF” (3, Figure 72) in PDF form. PDF invoice breakdown report is shown 
below: 

 

Figure 75 

Similarly, it is possible to download and save invoice breakdown report in Excel format by choosing 
“Download Excel”.  
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Figure 76 

Below it is possible to see an underlying Excel report for the monthly invoice. The Merchant in this 
example is registered in Finland, so there is addiConal VAT (24%) on the EAS fee. NoCce the 
following: 

- For DDU FC REP order and Union OSS order only EAS fee is charged (plus Finnish VAT on 
EAS fee due to the fact that the E-Merchant is from Finland); 

- For DDP FC representaCon order (cross border sale into EU) the End-customer is charged 
with VAT, Custom duCes, Special postal fee, EAS fee. AddiConal Finnish VAT is charged on 
the EAS fee since the Merchant is from Finland. 

 

Figure 77 

5.3.5. Menu op;on “Reports” 

Merchant reports can be viewed by clicking bufon 4 (see Figure 53). Two sub-opCons of the 
Reports menu opCon are available: “Standard VAT reports” and “Fiscal VAT reports”. 

All reports could be downloaded in PDF format. In the next Merchant Dashboard release, all 
reports will be available as Excel files. 

“Standard VAT Reports” sub-op;on 

The following standard VAT sales reports (prepared monthly) are accessible to the Merchant: 
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- B2B sales report (1) 

- DomesCc sales report (2) 

- EI facilitaCon sales report (3) 

- FC-representaCon (direct import) sales report (4)  

- OSS Union special VAT scheme sales report (5) 

- OSS Non-Union special VAT scheme sales report (6) 

- OSS import special VAT scheme sales report (7)  

 

Figure 78 

All reports are accessible by pressing bufons presented in the second row of menu opCons 1-7 
(see Figure 78). 

Reports can be downloaded in PDF format by pressing the “Download PDF” bufon (1.1, see Figure 
78) 

All other VAT sales reports can be accessed in the same way and for simplificaCon reasons no 
reference is made to the access sequence of acCons. The content of the reports will be discussed 
further in detail. 

1. B2B sales report 

B2B monthly sales report contains cross border sales (or domesCc sales made when arCcle 194 of 
VAT direcCve 2006/112/EC) made to legal enCCes in the EU. Both sales from other EU countries 
(EU cross border sales) and third non-EU countries end up in the report. For example, a sale made 
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from a warehouse in Germany to a French legal person end-customer and a sale made from China 
to a Spanish legal person end-customer will end up in this report.  

All B2B sales in this report are accounted for with 0 VAT.   

Further, we provide an example that illustrates a B2B sale made to a French end-customer with the 
following list of items (see Figure 79, Figure 80): 

 

Figure 79 

 

Figure 80 
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In this example, the test store is configured as having a fixed establishment in France. “Cap de 
France” item is delivered from this fixed establishment in France to a French end customer, so the 
sale is domesCc with the French VAT rate applicable to the sale. All other items are delivered from 
abroad or from desCnaCons in the EU other than France and the sales are B2B cross border sales.   

The resulCng part of the B2B report related to the above sales will look as follows (0 VAT rate is 
applied): 

 

Figure 81 

The sale of one item (“Cap de France”) that was idenCfied as domesCc B2B sale ends up in the 
DomesCc sales report (French VAT rate is applied): 

 

Figure 82 

2. Domes;c sales report 

Both B2B domesCc sales and B2C domesCc sales end up in this monthly report on item level. All 
sales in this report are accounted for with the applicable VAT rate of the EU member state of the 
end-consumer.  

An example of the report entry can be seen in Figure 84. 

The report is available for download in the PDF form by pressing “Download PDF” (see 2.1. Figure 
83 below). 
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Figure 83 

 

Figure 84 

As it is seen in the Figure above, item “Cap de France” is sold as a B2C item in order 70548 and as 
B2B item in order 70549 and in the former case VAT ID of the end customer is shown in the report. 

3. EI Facilita;on report 

EI facilitaCon monthly report is only generated for E-Merchants that act as EI (Electronic Interface) 
(see SecCon 2.8 on EI descripCon). AddiConal consultaCon for such E-Merchants is available at the 
request. The following sales end up in this report: 

Sale of electronic services (B2B and B2C). 

- EI facilitates the sale of B2B and B2C electronic services supplied by EU and non-EU 
underlying suppliers and acts as disclosed agent (EI is not liable for VAT and only needs to 
keep sales records). On a pracCcal level, it implies that the sale is done by the underlying 
supplier and not by the E-Merchant and end-customer is aware of that. In such situaCons, 
the E-Merchant has a contractual arrangement with the underlying supplier on providing 
services to that underlying supplier and acts as an agent who acts on behalf of another 
person (the underlying supplier). 

EAS soluCon will calculate VAT where applicable (when the sale is domesCc).  
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In the above cases of B2B and B2C EI facilitated sales the following afribute also has to be filled for 
proper operaCon: “OriginaCng Country” (for electronic services it is the country of underlying 
supplier or underlying supplier’s fixed establishment that conducts the sale of such services – this 
informaCon should be procured by the E-Merchant from the underlying supplier). 

Sale of goods (B2C only)  

- EI facilitates B2C sale of EU goods supplied by EU underlying suppliers and acts as a 
disclosed agent (EI is not liable for VAT and only needs to keep sales records). 

- EAS soluCon will calculate the VAT rate of the End-customer (when the sale is domesCc or 
sold under the Union OSS scheme).   

In all the above cases of B2C EI facilitated sales, the following afribute also has to be filled for 
proper operaCon: “Seller registraCon country”, “Warehouse country”.  

For all special merchandise afributes, please, refer to SecCon 3.6. 

The report is available for download in PDF form by pressing “Download PDF” (see item 3.1 in 
Figure 85 below). 

 

Figure 85 

The following examples show the sales results in the EI facilitaCon reports. 

The following items have been specifically assigned with the following afributes and tested to 
produce the standard reports. 

In the Magento administraCve view item afributes will look like this: 
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Table 7 

  

Figure 86 

Items Goods/
Services

Act as 
disclosed 

agent 

Seller 
registra;on 

country

Warehouse 
country

B2B order ID 
(delivery country)

B2C order

Long 
song

Services YES  1. order_70568 
(To France)

3.   order_70570 
(To France)

Short 
song

Services YES  2.  order_70569 
(To France)

Fur 
hat 

Goods YES France Germany Not allowed 4.   order_70571 
(To France)

Straw 
hat 

Goods YES China Germany Not allowed 
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Figure 87 

 

Figure 88 
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Figure 89 

Four orders are placed (as defined in Table 7). The resulCng sales will be afributed to EI facilitaCon 
sales (Figure 90) and Union OSS special VAT scheme (Figure 91). 

 

Figure 90 

 

Figure 91  

As is evident from the above reports all items but one ended up in the EI facilitaCon report. The 
only item “Straw hat” (1 of 2 items from the order_70571) that was afributed to the Union OSS VAT 
special scheme was sold by the E-Merchant acCng as an agent with the underlying supplier 
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registered in Germany. ArCcle 14(a) 2 of VAT DirecCve 2006/112/EC specifies that in such a case EI 
becomes responsible for VAT and the sale should be reported via the Union OSS scheme.  

4. Final customer representa;on (direct import) report 

This monthly report includes B2C sales made with cross border fulfilment of items that do not fall 
within the Import OSS VAT special scheme category: 

- Cross border orders with an intrinsic value over 150 EUR. 

- Cross border orders with an intrinsic value below 150 EUR for approved Merchants using 
the system without OSS registraCon with “lite” Extension version. 

The merchant does not need to register for FC representaCon operaCon mode, it becomes 
automaCcally available with Import OSS registraCon. 

Merchants which wish to use the “lite” Extension version should apply for this via the self-
registraCon form. This manual does not fully cover “lite” Extension parCculariCes.  

EAS soluCon is intended to simplify and automate the sales process irrespecCve of the fulfilment 
soluCons and delivery opCons. But since some of the delivery opCons and soluCons are provided 
by third parCes (courier companies used by Merchants for delivery) EAS provides a range of 
possibiliCes for the handling of non IOSS deliveries taking into consideraCon these third-party 
soluCons. To achieve maximum compaCbility, the Merchant has to assign all shipment opCons to 
“postal” and “courier”. Assigning the shipments methods is explained in SecCon 2.6.  

Assigning of delivery methods 

Assigning logisCc soluCons to “postal” or “courier” only influences B2C sales made 
in value over 150 EUR and coming to EU from third countries. Postal/courier 
assignment will have no impact on tax determinaCon on sales made with B2C/B2B 
deliveries starCng and ending in the EU. 

 

B2B deliveries from third countries are always delivered as DDU and are included in 
B2B report.  

 The merchant should assign available logisCcs soluCons to “courier” if the Merchant desires that:  

- the delivery would be made on DDU (delivered duty unpaid) condiCons, with the End-
customer handling customs duCes and VAT personally or via the courier at arrival; 

- the courier would provide a DDP soluCon with a charge-back to the Merchant;  

- the courier would calculate customs duCes and VAT at the moment of the 
sale for online collecCon by the Merchant (this soluCon may not be 
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compaCble with the EAS soluCon and addiConal consultaCon/seengs may be required). 

In the above cases, the EAS soluCon will not perform any calculaCons of customs duCes/VAT. And if 
any taxes or duCes are calculated they are payable/collectable by respecCve courier operators.  

The Extension has been tested with the most known delivery opCons available at 
the Magento marketplace. There may be issues with the handling of courier 
delivery methods if unofficial or untested delivery Extensions are used.  

Merchant shall assign available logisCcs soluCons to “postal” if the Merchant 
desires that: 

- the delivery is performed by the actual postal operator, a member of the Universal postal 
union. Landed cost will be calculated inclusive of taxes and duCes (DDP) if EAS has an 
agreement with the postal operator or exclusive of taxes and duCes (DDU) if there is no 
such agreement. Availability of postal agreement is idenCfied automaCcally at the moment 
of the sale; 

- the delivery is performed by a non-postal operator and the item will be 
delivered EAS DDP with a special B2B label provided by EAS in the Merchant 
dashboard (connected Merchants will be noCfied when this opCon 
becomes available)  

 

An addiConal fee for customs clearance is applicable for EAS DDP and postal DDP 
soluCons. See a list of fees in Annex 2. Full landed cost is calculated for such 
deliveries at the moment of the sale inclusive of the customs clearance fee.  

Due to EAS soluCon architecture, the End-customer will not be able to choose DDP or DDU 
soluCon with postal delivery method and only one opCon will be provided to them based on 
available EAS soluCons for the End-customer country. 

The FC representaCon report is available by pressing the “FC REP” bufon as shown below in Figure 
92. 
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Figure 92 

Two orders with an intrinsic value of over 150 EUR were prepared to produce the report below 
(see Figure 93). One order (#70592) was placed to Finland (where an agreement with the postal 
operator is available (PosC OYj)) with the resulCng DDP soluCon. The other order was placed to 
Austria where EAS has no agreement with the postal operator (Austrian post) and the result came 
to be a DDU soluCon without any taxes or duCes calculated.      

 

Figure 93 

5. OSS Union special VAT scheme report 

This monthly report shows B2C cross border sales made within the EU. EU registered merchants 
(or Non–EU merchants that have at least one Fixed establishment in the EU) can sell both goods 
and services under Union OSS VAT special scheme. Non-EU merchants that have no Fixed 
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establishments in the EU but are registered for VAT in any EU country can sell only goods in the EU.  
The following presumpCons are made concerning the legal status of the Merchant: 

- The Merchant has a valid registraCon for the Union OSS scheme; 

- Sales are made from Merchants Member state of idenCficaCon, Fixed establishments or 
Countries where the Merchant has VAT registraCon for handling goods; 

- If the same items are held at different locaCons, they have to be kept under different SKU’s 
with proper idenCficaCon of items’ place at the moment when the sale is made in the 
“Warehouse country” afribute with the double presentaCon of items in the store display 
(See Figure 52). AlternaCvely, the Merchant may keep items under one SKU but should 
make sure that physical sale should be done from one place as idenCfied in “Warehouse 
country”. AddiConal consultaCons are available on the issue on request; 

- The Merchant shall assign one place for the sale of services (country of Merchant 
registraCon or the EU country where the Merchant has fixed establishment) and set it in the 
“Warehouse country”. EAS soluCon will use this locaCon as the place of sale. If for any 
specific reasons the Merchant needs to idenCfy more than one place for the sale of 
services, it should consult EAS;  

The monthly Union OSS VAT special scheme report is available by pressing the “OSS Union” bufon 
(5) as shown below in Figure 94. 

 

Figure 94 

The report can be downloaded by pressing the “Download PDF” (5.1) bufon as seen above.   
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Figure 95 

The Union OSS VAT report as depicted above shows that both goods and services can be sold 
within Union OSS VAT special scheme. 

6.  OSS Non-Union special VAT scheme report 

This monthly report shows B2C sales made by Non-EU e-merchants to the EU countries. These 
merchants can sell only services under Non-Union OSS VAT special scheme. The following 
presumpCons are made concerning the legal status of the Merchant: 

- The Merchant has a valid registraCon for the Non-Union OSS scheme; 

- The Merchant shall assign one place for the sale of services (country of Merchant 
registraCon or the EU country where the Merchant has fixed establishment) and set it in 
the “Warehouse country”. EAS soluCon will use this locaCon as the place of sale. If for any 
specific reason the Merchant needs to idenCfy more than one place for the sale of services, 
it should consult EAS.  

The monthly Non-Union OSS VAT special scheme report is available by pressing the “OSS Non-
Union” bufon (6) as shown below in Figure 96. 

 

Figure 96 

The report can be downloaded by pressing the “Download PDF” (6.1) bufon as seen above.   
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Figure 97 

The Non-Union OSS VAT report as depicted above shows that only electronic services can be sold 
within Non-Union OSS VAT special scheme. 

7.  OSS import special VAT scheme report 

This monthly report shows B2C import sales of LVC (parcels with an intrinsic value below 150 EUR) 
made to the EU countries by EU and Non-EU registered merchants, The following presumpCons 
are made concerning the legal status of the Merchant: 

- The Merchant has a valid registraCon for the Import OSS scheme; 

- The goods’ locaCon at the moment of the sale has to be outside of the EU, even though an 
E-merchant can be legally registered in one of the EU countries or can have Fixed 
establishments in EU Countries, VAT registraCon for handling goods. 

The monthly Import OSS VAT special scheme report is available by pressing the “OSS Import” 
bufon (7) as shown below in Figure 98. 

 

Figure 98 

The report can be downloaded by pressing the “Download PDF” (7.1) bufon as seen above. In 
Figure 99 below, the sample IOSS report is presented with desired items rounded in the red box. 
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These items were sent to the customers by using the IOSS scheme with the payment date falling 
into reporCng month.  

 

Figure 99 

“Fiscal VAT Report” sub-op;on  

- OSS Union fiscal report (prepared quarterly) (1) 

- OSS Non-Union fiscal report (prepared quarterly) (2) 

- OSS import fiscal report (prepared monthly) (3) 

Fiscal reports can be provided to the fiscal authoriCes in the EU country of idenCficaCon for the 
special schemes. Fiscal reports correlate with respecCve special VAT scheme special reports with 
consideraCon for reporCng periods. Thus, the first quarter OSS Union fiscal report contains 
informaCon on cross border B2C sales made to EU end customers during January, February, and 
March of the respecCve year which are also duly presented in the monthly OSS Union special VAT 
scheme sales reports for respecCve months.  

AddiConally, to reporCng sales, fiscal reports may contain correcCons applied to previous reports 
as prescribed and allowed by the applicable legislaCon. CorrecCons are explained in SecCon Menu 
opCon “VAT CorrecCons”. 

In this secCon, it is possible to obtain all the Fiscal VAT reports: IMPORT, NON-UNION and UNION.  

 

Figure 100 
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In this revision of the Merchant dashboard, the Fiscal reports are available only in PDF form, next 
release will allow also excel and XML formats.  Reports in XML forms will be made in accordance 
with the requirements of the Merchants fiscal authoriCes. UnCl the next release, the XML form of 
the report will be delivered to the Merchant by e-mail not later than the 25 date of the month that 
follows the reporCng month. If the naConal fiscal system does not allow XML reporCng, only PDF 
and Excel forms will be available. 

8.  Import OSS fiscal report 

Import OSS fiscal monthly report for the respecCve OSS scheme reflects all sales made with the 
use of the Import OSS VAT special scheme. The report is fully analogous to the monthly sales 
Import OSS report when it comes to the sales volumes and due VAT but prepared to suit the 
requirements of the naConal fiscal authoriCes (the tax authoriCes of the Merchant’s country of 
idenCficaCon) and applicable EU legislaCon. 

By pressing the “IMPORT” bufon (see item 1, Figure 100) and choosing the “DOWNLOAD PDF” 
bufon with the required period, the Import OSS fiscal report will be generated: 

 

Figure 101 

9.  OSS Non-Union fiscal report 

Non–Union OSS fiscal quarterly report for the respecCve OSS scheme reflects all sales made with 
the use of the Non-Union OSS VAT special scheme. The report is fully analogous to the 3 monthly 
sales Non-Union OSS reports (in the respecCve quarter) when it comes to the sales volumes and 
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due VAT but prepared to suit the requirements of the naConal tax authoriCes (the tax authoriCes 
of the Merchant’s country of idenCficaCon) and applicable EU legislaCon. 

By pressing the “NON-UNION” bufon (see item 2, Figure 100) and choosing the “Download PDF” 
bufon with the required period, the Non-Union OSS fiscal report will be generated: 

 

Figure 102 

10.  OSS Union fiscal report 

Union OSS fiscal quarterly report for the respecCve OSS scheme reflects all sales made with the 
use of the Non-Union OSS VAT special scheme. The report is fully analogous to the 3 monthly sales 
Union OSS reports (in the respecCve quarter) when it comes to the sales volumes and due VAT but 
prepared to suit the requirements of the naConal tax authoriCes (the tax authoriCes of the 
Merchant’s country of idenCficaCon) and applicable EU legislaCon. 

All sales are idenCfied in accordance with the consumpCon countries against respecCve Fixed 
establishments/countries of VAT registraCon where the deliveries were made from as required by 
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EU regulaCons with noCficaCon of VAT ID numbers of such Fixed establishments or VAT 
registraCons. Supplies made by EI acCng in accordance with ArCcle 14(a)2 (deemed supply of EI 
goods that are provided by non-EU underlying suppliers) are noCfied without VAT registraCon 
numbers as required by EU regulaCons.  

By pressing the “UNION” bufon (see item 3, Figure 100) and choosing the “Download PDF” bufon 
with the required period, the Union OSS fiscal report will be generated: 

 

Figure 103 
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5.3.6. Menu op;on “VAT Correc;ons” 

The Merchant may introduce VAT correcCons to the Fiscal special OSS VAT reports. CorrecCons can 
be made to periods of up to 3 years aoer the reporCng period.  

CorrecCons reflect standard business situaCons, i.e., items return with full 
reimbursement made to the End-customer, reimbursement due to unacceptable 
quality without the merchandise return, parCal/full repayments made due to other 
reasons. 

OperaCons like the exchange of items with the same value If the paid funds were 
not reimbursed to the End-Customer are not to be considered as VAT correcCons 
and should be. 

The correcCons for Import Fiscal VAT report should only be entered if items 
imported into the EU customs territory within the Import OSS scheme have been 
successfully exported. 

CorrecCons, in the same way as the fiscal reports, are only to be made in EUR.  

CorrecCons can be negaCve and posiCve and made in respect of consumpCon countries. NegaCve 
correcCons mean that the corrected amount is to be deducted from the due sum and the posiCve 
correcCons mean that an addiConal amount is to be due for payment to the fiscal authoriCes.  

Fiscal authoriCes may require confirmaCon on the made correcCons, including 
proof of export for items imported under the Import OSS scheme. 

To iniCate VAT CorrecCon, firstly press the “VAT correcCon” bufon (item 1, Figure 104) and chose 
one of the three opCons (items 2,3,4, Figure 72) in accordance with the report you want to correct.  

 

Figure 104 

The correcCon form slightly varies depending on the report type: quarterly report correcCons can 
be chosen for Union and Non-Union OSS fiscal reports and monthly for Import OSS fiscal report.   
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Import OSS fiscal report correc=on form:  

 

Figure 105 

Non-Union OSS fiscal report correc=on form: 

 

Figure 106 

Union OSS fiscal report correc=on form: 

 

Figure 107 

The process of filling the correcCon forms is idenCcal for all fiscal reports with one difference: 
reporCng period (monthly period for Import OSS/quarterly period for Union and Non-Union OSS 
fiscal reports). 
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Figure 108 

The example above (Figure 108) shows a correcCon of 1200 EUR introduced to the Import OSS 
report for June of 2021 for Austria. 

Pressing the “Submit” bufon will result in the following statement: 

 

Figure 109 

All submifed correcCons should be approved by the EAS operator. Approved correcCons will be 
visible in the fiscal reports. 

As soon as the EAS operator confirms the correcCon it is entered into the current period's report 
as a separate entry (see Figure 110). 
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Figure 110 
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6. General system limita;ons 
There are general presumpCons about business soluCons that are applicable to the use of the EAS 
system. These presumpCons are part of the service contract with the Merchant for the use of the 
EAS system. The following presumpCons/rules are to be considered while using the EAS EU VAT 
compliance system:  

Registry status limita=ons  

- It is presumed that if Merchant is eligible for a parCcular special scheme, then it is 
registered for it. One excepCon is when non-EU Merchant is consciously approving the use 
only of customs special arrangement.  

- Existence of FE in any EU countries for non-EU registered Merchants, irrespecCve of the 
fact whether FE parCcipates in sales or not, ensues in Merchant being considered as EU 
Merchant.  

- It is presumed that if a sale is made from a parCcular MS, Merchant has a warehouse VAT 
registraCon or FE there (for goods) or FE (for TBE), it is the responsibility of Merchant to 
make sure that all such cases are idenCfied and compliance ensured. 

- If a non-EU Merchant sells goods in EU under Union OSS scheme it is mandatory that at 
least one Warehouse VAT exists for such Merchant (in the MS where the goods are stored). 
The system will not properly handle situaCons when VAT management is done in a 
parCcular MS without VAT registraCon. It is up to the Merchant to ensure compliance with 
this requirement. This rule is not mandatory for non-EU Merchants acCng as Electronic 
interfaces and only selling EU circulaCon free merchandise that is owned by non-EU 
underlying suppliers;   

- EI status may not be clear from the point of view of EI. It is up to EI to idenCfy its status as 
EI to the full extent of applicaCon of VATD arCcles 14a and 242a. General idenCfier of 
Merchant acCng as EI is a situaCon when Merchant receives a fee (percentage or 
otherwise) from the underlying supplier for the sales of underlying supplier’s items. In the 
System pracCcal implementaCon, the use of the term “disclosed agent” as a merchandise 
afribute is wider than the legal applicaCon of the term. Please contact EAS for advice and 
consultaCon on EI status. 
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- It is always presumed that Merchant’s fixed establishment parCcipates in the sale. If 
Merchant conducts sales of TBE the Merchant has to assign one parCcular specific FE for 
the sale of TBE. For the sale of goods FE and Warehouse VAT are idenCcal, Merchant should 
always assign goods to a parCcular FE/Warehouse VAT as the place where the 
transportaCon of goods starts.  It is the Merchants responsibility to idenCfy the role of its 
FEs and make it known to the EAS during registraCon.        

Regulatory limita=ons:  

- For B2B cases where VATD ArCcle 194 may be rendered not applicable, sales made to such 
MSs will not be allowed by the EAS system, the order handling will be reverted back to the 
cart; 

- Some services as idenCfied in the registry system and the Service contract and merchandise 
to which excise duCes applied shall not be sold by Merchants while using EAS VAT 
compliance system. This limitaCon is made known to the Merchants during self-registraCon 
process idenCfied in the service contract between EAS and the Merchant.  

- Merchant should ensure that Import OSS and special customs arrangement sales are not 
performed from EU based customs bonded warehouse.    

Par=culari=es of aNribu=ng goods in the System for proper VAT and repor=ng handling:  

- Disclosed agent status should be idenCfied by Merchant for proper handling of TBE and 
goods sold to the end customers. Improper idenCficaCon of such status in recourse to 
goods/TBE may lead to non-compliance with applicaCon of the System.   

- In case when NON EU Merchant opts out only for special customs arrangement (FC 
simplified representaCon) and for FC full representaCon, i.e. it is not registered for any OSS 

special schemes , and erroneously sets merchandise afribute  
“LocaCon_warehouse_country” to EU MS the EAS system  will revert the order handling 
back to cart staCng that “E-merchant cannot sell this item to the desired desCnaCon”.  

- In case when EU Merchant opts out only for special customs arrangement (FC simplified 
representaCon) and for FC full representaCon, states that it acts as EI and sets merchandise 
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afribute “Act as disclosed agent” to YES, the EAS system will handle the order as Union OSS 
scheme order or EI facilitaCon order depending on the status of the undying supplier.  

- SituaCon when EU or Non-EU Merchant acts as EI  and facilitates B2C sales of EU goods that 
belong to EU underlying supplier is idenCfied  by the following afributes  being set for the 
goods : locaCon_warehouse_country = EU MS, Act as disclosed agent = YES,  Underlying 
supplier country = leo blank (or EU MS) , EI only keeps the records , underlying supplier is 
responsible for VAT. EAS will sCll calculate proper landed cost for the sale; 

- SituaCon when EU or Non-EU Merchant acts as EI and facilitates B2C sales of EU goods that 
belong to Non-EU underlying supplier is idenCfied by the following afributes are set for the 
goods as shown: locaCon_warehouse_country = EU MS, Act as disclosed agent = YES, 
Underlying supplier country = Non-EU country .  EI is responsible for VAT under Union 
scheme.   

- If Merchant sells same items from locaCons in different MS the Merchant shall keep them 
as separate items in its stock management system  with separate SKU numbers (for 
example, if Merchant sells the same item from a warehouse in France and from a 
warehouse in  Germany items  should be idenCfied differently in Merchant’s internal SKU 
management system with different SKU ID numbers and when an end customer purchases 
the item it should be afributable to the warehouse where it is being sold from.   

- Sales of TBE should be afributed to a parCcular FE or the Merchant’s Head office (to allow 
for proper Union OSS scheme reporCng).  If the Merchant sells TBE from FEs in different 
MSs, then  Merchant should idenCfy TBE sold from different FEs separately (for example 
“Song 1” sold from France, SKU 0001 and “Song 1” sold from Germany, SKU 0002). 

B2B specific EAS system limita=ons: 

- NON EU Merchants have to have at least one VAT registraCon to do B2B sales from within 
EU (i.e. when the transportaCon of the goods starts in EU). SituaCon will be automaCcally 
checked by the EAS system during the sale. 
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- If the Merchant is registered for VAT or has FE in a parCcular MS and the goods are sold to 
the person in the country of that VAT registraCon/FE then this VAT registraCon or FE always 
parCcipate in the sale, and the sale is always a considered as domesCc sale.  It is 
Merchant’s liability to comply with that assumpCon. 

- If the goods during B2B sale do not cross the internal EU borders, then it means that goods 
are in the same MS as the End customer and the sale is only allowed if ArCcle 194 is 
applicable in the country of the End customer or Merchant is VAT registered in this country. 
In other situaCons, the sale will be prohibited (checked automaCcally by EAS system).  

- Sale of goods by EI acCng as a disclosed agent is not allowed by the EAS system for B2B 
sales and will by automaCcally prevented. 

- Sale of TBE by EI acCng as a disclosed agent is allowed. The sale is considered as domesCc 
(VAT MS rate) if the originaCng country of TBE afribute equals to the country of the end 
customer, otherwise it is an intracommunity sale with VAT rate set at zero. 

EI limita=ons for Merchants ac=ng as EI and not using OSS schemes: 

- NON EU registered Merchants that do not use Union and Import OSS schemes will not be 
able to make B2C sales acCng as EI, the system will revert the sale to the cart; 

- EU registered Merchants that do not use Union and Import OSS schemes will be able to 
make B2C sales acCng as EIs, with EAS properly calculaCng VAT applicable to the sales;     

Customs and shipment limita=ons: 

- Shipment splieng is only allowed for IOSS and FC simplified representaCon order splits. 
B2B, FC full representaCon splits and EI facilitated non-EU goods have to be delivered in 
one shipment. 

- For the following countries the ISO code must be used 

• Greece → GR 
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• United Kingdom → GB 
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7. Document change log 
The following changes are introduced into this revision (3.5) of this document: 

Table 8

Change 
Number

Referenced 
secCon 

Change 

1 2.11 New text related to server Cme zones changes is added with reference to 
secCon 5.3.1.  

2 5.3.1 DescripCon of Cme zone adjustment is introduced into the Merchant dashboard 
descripCon referenced to SecCon 2.11.

3 2.2 Last paragraph is changed 

4 6 SecCon 6 describing general system limitaCons is added

5 7 Document change log secCon is added 

6 Terms and 
definiCons

Fixed establishment term is introduced into the list 

7 Terms and 
definiCons

VAT ID definiCon is added

8 All Table and figure numeraCons are updated.

9 2.8 DescripCon of limitaCons related to Merchants acCng as EIs and opCng not to 
use OSS schemes is added

10 7 DescripCon of limitaCons related to Merchants acCng as EIs and opCng not to 
use OSS schemes is added

11 4 AddiConal informaCon on confirmaCon page is added, confirmaCon page 
picture (Figure 54) is changed

12 5.3.3 AddiConal requirement for inpueng shipment data is added to “Orders 
fulfilment” sub-opCon item.

13 6 Customs and shipment limitaCon about ISO code in added.

14 3.7 The part about MPM was removed.
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